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Superintendent lists several factors as keys
to high state ranking of Murray schools
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer

HOW'S THE RECEPTION — Local amateur radio operators held
Amateur Radio Relay League Field Day at Hancock Biological,Stabon where they assembled equipment and iantennas in a mock
emergency setting. Operators then had 24 hours to contact other
amateur station. Members of the ?MU Amateur Radio Club, including (from left) Richard Hall, Randall Winchester and Ken_
McGary,contacted 600 stations in 45 states and Canada.
Photo by Lettie McGary

MX missile debate
expected to continue
By DON WATERS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP) — The MX
missile, a $4.6 billion item in a $200
billion bill, is expected to
dominate the debate this week as
the Senate takes up the third full
year of President Reagan's rearmament program.
As the Senate returned today
from an 11-day Fourth of July
recess, Sen. Gary Hart, D-Colo., a
contender for the Democratic
presidential nomination, promised "extended debate" — many
hours of speeches — in his planned
attempt to slash funds for the intercontinental nuclear weapon.
Hart and some other longtime
opponents were not sold on the administration's decision to place
100 MX "Peacekeepers" in silos
now occupied by Minuteman 3
missiles — a once-scrapped position suggested by a presidential
commission on nuclear forces in
April.
"Silo basing is no more survivable today than it was a year
ago," Hart wrote in a dissent to
the Senate Armed Services Committee's report on the fiscal 1984
authorization bill.
"... The committee has not been
swayed by new arguments," he
added. "It has collapsed in the
face of political<pressure."

"I'm exceptionally pleased with the results and attribute the high
scores to several segments of our community," says Robert Gun Jeffrey, superintendent for Murray Independept School District.
Jeffrey's comments follow information released by Raymond
Barber, state superintendent for public instruction, that ranks the
local district fifth among 183 districts in the state. The ranking is based on test scoresof students in grades three,five, seven and ten.
Jeffrey cites "support from parents, excellent teachers and a good
board of education" as major factors in achieving the high rank.
In testing students in the areas of reading, language and math,
Murray's 10 graders ranked second in the state, seventh grades ranked fourth, fifth graders ranked sixth and third graders ranked 18th.
According to Doralyn Lanier, who is curriculum director and in
charge of testing for the district, 100 percent of the district's fifth and
seventh graders' scores were average or above average, with 96.1
percent of third graders and 95.8 percent of 10th graders scoring
average or above average.
Lanier says the local 10th grade students have never scored as low
as state and national norms.
"We are a very academic-oriented school system with very bright
kids and teachers who work extremely hard. If! had to attribute our
success to one thing I think it would be that the majority of our kids
go to college. They are very serious academically. This comes from
support from parents," she says.
Compared to students in 10 grade in the other 182 districts, local
10th graders ranked first in language, fourth in reading and sixth in
math.
Lanier says she is very pleased with the results but she also feels
there is room for improvement.
"As a result of our recent curriculum study we will be doing
specific things which should improve student performance. We will
continue to work on, and to implement, scope and sequence to make
sure that every student will be exposed to the curriculum that is appropriate for his grade level and his level of achievement," she said.
They are also developing ways to monitor scores to determine if
the things being done are really helpful to the students.
In addition to state-required testing, Murray Independent Schools
also tests students in grades one, two, four, six and eight. Students
scoring average or above average in these grades range from 85.8
percent of sixth graders to 100 percent of eighth graders, according

Tracheostomy considered for governor
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Doctors are considering whether to introduce a tube through the throat
of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. to allow
him to talk and eat while a
respirator aids his breathing.
In a statement released Sunday,
Dr. Edward Todd, Brown's chief
physician, said his medical team
was considering performing a
tracheostomy on the governor today or Tuesday.
Another daily statement on
Brown's condition was scheduled
to be released this afternoon.
The respirator, which has supported the governor's breathing
since he underwent triple-bypass
heart surgery on June 25, is currently attached to tubes inserted
through Brown's nose. The tubes
pass over the governor's vocal
chords to his lungs, aiding his
breathing but requiring that he be
fed intravenously and preventing
him from talking.
A tracheostomy would allow
doctors to removed the tubes in
Brown's nose and insert them instead through an incision in his
throat, a process that should make
Brown more comfortable, according to Patrick Stone, director

Reagan, whose strong lobbying
helped win psicAnge in May of a
bill that freed some MX money
impounded by Congress, contends
the missile is needed both as a
weapon and as a tool for obtaining
an arms-control agreement with
the Soviet Union.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass.,another liberal on the Armed Services panel, plans to offer
an amendment to delete the $5
billion the bill earmarks for the B1B strategic bomber,an aide said.
Kennedy was especially miffed
that the Republicn-led committee
abandoned tentative plans to trim
$888 million from the B-1B program after administration budget
officials found $2.1 billion in savings with reduced inflation
estimates.
The officials and Sen. John
Tower, R-Texas, the Armed Services Committee chairman, said
the new estimate had been in the
works for weeks and it was only
coincidence that the figures had
been confirmed just as the panel;
was completing its work on June
28.
At $199.9 billion in multi-year
spending authority, the defense
bill is $13.3 billion smaller than
Reagan's original request. Tower
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
has said this accords with a conaverage price for all grades of
(Continued On Page2)
gasoline rose seven-tenths of a
cent in the last two weeks nationwide, oil industry analyst Dan
Lundberg says.
The Lundberg Letter's biweekly
survey of 17,000 stations showed
the average price at $1.25 a gallon
as pump prices continue a climb
who had read Samantha a that began with the April 1 nickelwelcoming speech Saturday. a-gallon federal gas tax increase.
The average price for all grades
Samantha did not wear the red
neckerchief that completed the has increased 5.16 cents since
other girls' outfits because, her January, Lundberg said, although
mother said, the red cloth denotes the federal tax boost plus new gas
"devotion to the Communist Par- taxes imposed by 23 state governments was 5.94 cents per gallon.
ty."
Samantha, from Manchester, That means the retail cost of the
Maine, arrived in the Soviet Union gasoline itself — before taxes — is
Friday at the invitation of Presi- still averaging .78 cents below
dent Yuri V. Andropov. She had what it was in January, Lundberg
written to him asking if he intend- said.
The breakdown at self-service
ed to start a nuclear war.
Since her arrival, Samantha stations, where 72 percent of all
and her parents, Jane and Arthur Americans buy gas, shows
Smith, have been ushered about average prics of 11.151
/
2 for
with the pomp usually accorded regular leaded, $1..23 for regular
unleaded and $1.33 for premium
high-ranking foreign dignitaries.
The Black Sea excursion Mark- unleaded, Lundberg said Sunday.
Dealers are paying 2.25 cents a
ed Samantha's initiation into the
rituals of the highly organized gallon more for gas from
youth camp, the most prestigious refineries than they paid in
camp of its kind in the Soviet January. But due to heavy retail
competition, they are not passing
Union.
Soviet Foreign Ministry of- that increase on to the consumer,
Lundberg said.
Continued Oe Page!)

Survey shows fuel
prices up nationwide

Samantha Smith carries
peace message to Russia
By ALISON SMALE
Associated Press Writer
YALTA, U.S.S.R. (AP) —
American schoolgirl amantha
Smith and her new Soviet friends
sailed on the Black Sea together
and tossed out wine bottles carrying messages of peace... About 200 Young Pioneers from
the Artek youth camp near Yalta
accompanied Samantha on the 90minute ride Sunday in the camp
boat "Artek." On signal, about 45
minutes from shore, each girl
threw a bottle into the clear water
off the Crimea.
"Hopefully we will all have
peace for the rest of our lives,"
read 11-year-old Samantha's
Message. Her mother Jane said it
was "Samantha's creation on the
spot."
Samantha, dressed — almost —
in the camp uniform . of white
blouse, turquoise skirt and hat,
then sat down with 13-year-old
Natasha Kirishina of Leningrad,
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to Lanier.
Elaborating on the characteristics of the district and the school
board that contribute to its success, Jeffrey said that the distOct
employs 27 more teachers than the state requires. This gives us the
ability to establish, what I feel, is a better than normal pupil-teacher
ratio," he says.
"We also have a large academic offering for a system our size. We
offer Latin I and II, Spanish and French and a variety of computer
courses."
While he feels all of these things are important to the success of the
system, perhaps the most significant is the support it receives from
the community.
"Our community wants quality education for our kids," he adds.
The system's programs are supported by a property tax rate of 21.9
cents for each $100 of assessed value, plus an additional 7.3 cents per
$100 value on buildings. A three percent utility tax is also collected.
Jeffrey also feels a great deal of credit should be given to the board
of education for their dedication to quality within the system.
"The recent curriculum study performed within the system is a
good indication of our school board striving to be progressive," says
Jeffrey.
Currently serving the board is Don Henry as chairman, Melissa
Easley, Doris Cella, Tom Rushing and Jamie Washer.
Other contributing factors, he says, could be the implementation of
the tri-level diploma system which requires 20 credit hours for a
standard degree, 21 for enrichment diploma and 22 for comprehensive diploma. Only 18 are legally required but the Department for
Public Instruction has recommended 20.
Also, several teachers within the system have earned master's
degrees and doctorates.
"They are constantly upgrading their knowledge in the field of
education.
"It takes all of these factors working together to create an educational environment needed for kids to acquire skills.
"Our scores and ranking are up from last year but we'll be up more
next year," he vows.
The four schools ranking above Murray Independent Schools, in
order from first, are Anchorage Independent, in an affluent section
of Jefferson County; Madison Model, a laboratory school run by
Eastern Kentucky University; Fort Thomas Independent in Campbell County; and Beechwood Independent in Kenton County.
The testing began in 1979 under a legislative mandate that said
every district should have an educational improvement plan.
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of public affairs at the University gress continue to pour in from
Todd said Sunday that Brown
of Kentucky's Albert B./.Chandler governors and other public of- has been able to sit in a chair
in his
Medical Center.
ficials and President Reagan's of- room several times over the
Stone said the procedure is fair- fice has,called daily, Stone said.
previous 24 hours.
f41ly routine and is not considered
major surgery. Although he did
not know when a decision would be
made concerning the
tracheostomy, Stone said the procedure would not be required if a
marked improvement in the
governor's lung condition allowed
The Murray Independent School similar job in Ohio. The Tiger,
/
1
4
him to be removed from the Board',is expected to name the were 6-6 during the 1982 season,
respirator.
new Murray High football coach were district champions and were
Brown suffered complications during a special called meeting at beaten in the regional playoffs by
following his surgery when his 5:15 p.m. Tuesday.
Tompkinsville.
right lung partially collapsed, a
According to Robert Glin JefJeffrey, along with MHS Prinsetback caused by a leakage in his frey, Murray school superinten- cipal Bill Wells and Assistant
lung known as adult respiratory dent, a recommendation will be Superintendent and Athletic
distress syndrome.
presented to the board concerning Director Eli Alexander. comprisDoctors are continuing to wean' the head football coaching posi- ed the committee which will make
him from the respirator for tion.
the recommendation to the board.
periods ranging from eight to 12
"We didn't have as much time
Jeffrey declined to name the
minutes and his condition con- on this one," Jeffrey said, referr- committee's recommendation.
tinues to be stable, according to ing to the winter-long search
However, Tony Franklin,
Todd, chief of cardiothoracic which produced Tim English last former Murray State football
surgery at the UK College of year. "We're past the twelfth hour player and former Murray High
Medicine.
on this one, but we're going to assistant coach from Princeton, is
Brown still has a "mild to make our recommendation Tues- expected to be the committee's
moderate temperature elevation day and if the board sees fit, we'll recommendation for replacing
but all cultures for definite infec- have a new head Coach Tuesday English.
tion continue to be negative," evening."
Murray High begins its 1983
Todd said.
The. new coach will replace season hosting crosstown rival
Inquiries about Brown's pro- English, who resigned to take a Calloway County, Aug. 26.

Board expected to name
new MHS football coach

Hazy today
Today hazy hot and humid.
High in the low 90s with
southwest winds 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight mostly clear. Low in
the upper 60s to low 70s. Calm
winds. Tuesday hazy hot and
humid again. High in the low
90s with west to southwest
winds 5 to 10 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
359.0
Kentucky Lake
359.0
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West Kentucky RECC
re-elects three directors
BARDWELL — Three directors
• of the West Kentucky Rural Electric cooperative were re-elected to
three-year terms Saturday at the
organization's 47th annual
member's meeting held at the
Carlisle County High School.
Ralph Edrington, a director
since 1966, was elected by a wide
margin over Robert Larkin Jr. in
District 2, Carlisle and Hickman
Counties. Edrington received 333
votes to 67 for his opponent. In
District 1, Calloway County, J.D.
Wall was unopposed.
However, the race in District 4,
Marshall County, was hotter than
the weather with incumbent
Clayton Lyles emerging a fourvote winner over Ernest Collings.
The count was 64-60. Collins, who
was nominated from the floor,
gained widespread notoriety in

Traffic light to be
'turned on Friday
A five-phase traffic light at the
U.S. 641-Kentucky 80 intersection
in Marshall County will be turned
on at 1 p.m. Friday.
The light is being installed to
reduce the risk of accidents at the
interesection.
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this area a decade ago when he exhibited a "big smoke" in several
counties. The vote count was
delayed for a considerable,length
of time before the inspectors could
clear up a discrepancy.
The co-op, which serves more
than 27,000 members in the counties of Carlisle, Graves, Marshall,
Calloway and Hickman, and its
general manager, John Edd
Walker, were honored by the Tennessee Valley Authority on the occasion of TVA's 50th anniversary
year.
Walker, who has managed West
Kentucky RECC since 1948, was
presented with a handsome plaque "in recognition of dedicated
service in the electrification of the
Tennessee River Valley.'4
Walker was one of 12 managers
cited by TVA during the giant
utility's 50th anniversary year.
Walker went to work for TVA in
1941 helping clear the reservoir
for Kentucky Lake for 50 cents an
hour. He joined West Kentucky
Co-op in 1945 as staking engineer.
"TVA is the greatest thing that
ever happened to West Kentucky," says Walker, whose advice to consumers is "...squeeze
the most value out of a kilowatt
IContinued On Page 21
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American buyers turn to consumer agencies for help
By CAROLE FELDMAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP ) — Donald Priggie faced a
$6,000 repair bill when the septic system of his new
home in Elgin, Ill., began malfunctioning, and the
builder went bankrupt.
But instead of dipping into his own pocket to pay
the bill, Priggie went to HOW.
HOW — the Home Owners Warranty Corp. — had
insured the builder's warranty on Priggie's new
home. When the builder didn't meet his obligation
to fix the septic system, HOW paid the bill.
"If I were going to buy a new house again — and
there's a big if in there — I would make sure it was
covered by HOW," Priggie said.
HOW is one of several programs set up by private
industry to deal with consumer complaints. Others
are offered by auto dealers, funeral directors, major appliance makers and furniture manufacturers.
Consumer representatives say the industry programs are good as far as they go, but they have
drawbacks.
AUTOCAP, a consume, action panel sponsored
by the National Automobile Dealers Association,
helped Lorin Goodrich recover at least part of the
repair bill for his 1979 car, whose camshaft had to
be replaced periodically.
Goodrich had gotten no satisfaction from the

dealership where he bought the car, or from the
manufactures's regional headquarters. So
Goodrich contacted AUTOCAP. As a result, the
automaker finally paid for $1,400 worth of replacement parts, but Goodrich was still out 8600 and "all
the aggravation and time without a car.
"I wasn't really satisfied with the settlement,"
said Goodrich, who works for the International
Trade Commission. But, he said, "my general
belief is that AUTOCAP had some influence in getting the company to pay something."
"AUTOCAP is truly trying to help all parties,"
said Robert Fogarty, general sales manager and
vice president of Sport Chevrolet in suburban Silver
Spring, Md., who said the program encourages
dealers to try to resolve consumer complaints on
their own.
"It's a little embarrassing to get the rug pulled
out from under you in front of your peers," Fogarty
said. "No dealers want bad press, bad word of
mouth."
Sport Chevrolet was not involved in the Goodrich
case, and has never dealt with the AUTOCAP panel.
But if his dealership ever was, Fogarty said, he
would be confident in the mediators' ability to
resolve a complaint fairly.
Third-party mediation services offered by industry, such as HOW and AUTOCAP,"can provide
impartial, inexpensive and quick methods of settl-

ing consumer complaints, which, when left
unresolved, could result in costly court action,"
says Virginia H. Knauer, special assistant to President Reagan and director of the U.S. Office of Consumer Affairs.
A dissent from this view came from Barbara
Warden, executive director of the National Consumers League, who said the programs appear
"superficial and as though they have not been
thought through."
She questioned whether they were merely "window dressing" for industry, and complained they
aren't publicized sufficiently.
Clarence Ditlow, head of the Center for Auto Safety founded by consumer advocate Ralph Nader,
said industry programs have a lot of bugs to be
worked out, "but even if they only resolve 10 percent of the complaints, consumers should try to use
them."
Ditlow said a frequent consumer complaint is
that the dispute settlement process takes too long.
Goodrich, for example,vas told he would have to
exhaust all avenues for redress with car dealers
and the manufacturer before AUTOCAP would consider the case. He said he was able to work out a
compromise in which he submitted his complaint
simultaneously to all parties.
Ditlow also says every program should be binding

PAC

on industry.
The Furniture Industry Consumer Advisory
Panel — or FICAP — handles complaints involving
manufacturing defects, quality and service, but its
decisions are not binding on consumer, manufacturer or dealer.
Although the Major Appliance Consumer Action
Panel — MACAP — makes recommendations to
manufacturers for settlement of complaints about
such appliances as refrigerators, kitchen ranges,
home laundry equipment and dishwashers, the industry is not required to abide by them.
The funeral industry's THANACAP
program is
binding on both the consumer and the
funeral director, but funeral directors are not required
to participate,
THANACAP is billed as offering an alternative
in
resolving customer complaints.
First, volunteers try to get the customer and the
funeral director to work out the problem
themselves. If that is unsuccessful, the case is sent
to a panel for resolution, with both parties agreeing
to binding arbitration.
Generally, if consumers cannot get help
anywhere else, they can turn to the Council of Better Business Bureaus, which will arbitrate any
dispute between a business and a customer over a
transaction unless a criminal violation is involved.
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Ecuadorean jet crashes into mountian;
all 119 people aboard reported killed
QUITO, Ecuador (API — An
Ecuadorean jetliner slammed into
a mountain and burst into flames
as it was about to land in the Andean city of Cuenca today, killing
all 119 people aboard, aviation officials said.

They said the Boeing 737
operated by Ecuador's TAME
airline carried 112 passengers, including a baby, and seven crew
members. Most of the people
aboard were Ecuadorans.
Cuenca is 270 miles south of

Samantha...

NEW SQUAD OFFICERS — Newly-elected officers of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad include
(from left) Robert Trenholm, senior captain; Steve Ladd, chief; Bernard Steen, board of directors; Eddie
Stone, assistant chief; Randy Barnett, board of directors; and Stan Bone,sergeant-at-arms and treasurer.

Democratic presidential candidates
respond to Equal Rights Amendment
By EVANS WIT'
Associated Press Writer
SAN ANTONIO, Texas (API —
None of the five Democratic
presidential candidates who came
to this weekend's convention of
the National Women's Political
Caucus left a big winner. But if
there was a loser, then it was
President Reagan.
Each of the Democratic
hopefuls spelled out his position on
the issues to members of the nutsand-bolts political group Sunday.
And most of the feminists seemed
to find their stands acceptable.
Support for the Equal Rights
Amendment, pay equity, abortion,
pension reform and day care were
mentioned by all of the candidates
in their speeches and in answers
to questions during the closing
session of the convention.
"It's important to say that
nobody lost," feminist Gloria
Steinem said.
But Reagan came in for some
harsh criticism during the convention for his stands on the economy,
the ERA and abortion. Discontent
with the Republican incumbent
may lead to the caucus's breaking
with tradition in endorsing a
presidential candidate.
"If Ronald Reagan is the
Republican nominee, there is a
possibility that we would endorse
a candidate for the first time in
our history," said caucus chief
Kathy Wilson.
On Saturday, Ms. Wilson, a
Republican, called on Reagan to
take himself out of the running for

4t;

a second term in 1984.
The caucus's Republican
members also adopted demands
for the 1984 platform at the convention. In a letter to Reagan,
they said the party must once
again support the ERA and abortion — reversing the stances taken
by the GOP in 1980.
The appearances Sunday by the
Democratic candidates were the
most attention-getting part of the
three-day convention, which included workshops on campaign
tactics and issues.
Former Vice President Walter
Mondale, Sens. John Glenn of
Ohio, Alan Cranston of California,
Gary Hart of Colorado and Ernest
Hollings of South Carolina all
made fairly good impressions in

terins of the issues.
But Hart stumbled by failing to
play by the rules set by the caucus
for each man's appearance when
he continued to speak after time
had expired for his opening statement.
And former Florida Gov.
Reubin Askew earned the anger of
some of the delegates by not coming to the convention at all.
All five candidates promised to
appoint women to many key posts,
if elected. None would agree to
any specific quotas on women appointments. But all said they
would do better than Reagan.
And Mondale — looking at the
panel of questioners — quipped,"I
know everyone at the table and it
looks like a good Cabinet to me."

TRAVERSE CITY, Mich.(AP)
— A U.S. Army cargo helicopter
crashed on a small island in Lake
Michigan with six soldiers aboard,
and all were believed killed,
military spokesmen said'today.
The six soldiers were from the
101st Airborne Division, stationed
at Fort Campbell, Ky., Yeoman
Bob Seekins said in a statement
issued at the U.S. Coast Guard Air
Station at Traverse City.
"Indications at this time are
that there are no survivors. We're
in the process of notifying the next

Congress...
0Coarinoed From Page
gressional budget blueprint that
limited the growth in defense
spending to 5 percent after inflation. While the Senate is expected
to spend the entire week on
defense, the House — also back
from a .holiday recess — plans
floor action on several social programs.
Athong them is a bill that would
provide health insurance for the
unemployed, which the president
opposes because it contains no
provision to raise the money to
pay for it.
Also on the House calendar is
legislation to extend federal housing and community programs for
the next three years, with $24.1
billion for the first year, and a bill
to extend the Economic Development and Appalachian Regional
Development acts.

Bil

of kin," said Maj. Bill Mulvey,
public affairs officer for the Army's 101st Airborne Division.
Identities of the soldiers and
their hometowns were not being
immediately released, Mulvey
said in a telephone interview.
U.S. Coast Guard, Army and
Leelanau County rescue teams
reached the crash site early today, Seekins said. An investigation team from the U.S. Army
Safety Center at Fort Rucker,
Ala., was looking into the cause of
the accident, he said.
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WALKER HONORED FOR SERVICE — John Edd Walker (right), general manager of West Keelocky
Rural Electric Cooperative since 1948, was presented a plaque recognizing his service. H.N. Stroud, TVA
power manager, made the presentation.
Paducah Sun photo
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(Continued From Page 11
bassador that her letter had been
published in the Communist daily
Pravda but that she had received
no direct reply. Days later, a
telephone call from the Soviet
Embassy informed the family
that a reply was en route by
registered mail.
To Western eyes, the children at
Artek, generally aged between 10
and 14, lead regimented lives.
They usually move in groups,
rarely break into a run and are
kept busy singing songs or chanling in unison such phrases as "to
all, to all, good evening."
On Sunday, one group wrote
postcards to Western leaders carrying a message for peace. The
addresses, written in both Cyrillic
and Latin scripts for the children
to copy, included those of Prime
Ministers Margaret Thatcher of
Britain and Pierre Elliott Trudeau
of Canada.
But most of the children seemed
to prefer to address their appeals
to Ronald Reagan.
One Central Asian girl, asked
why she was writing to the
American president, replied:
"because we don't want a war to
begin."
Asked if she believed Reagan
wanted war, she said, "I don't
know. We don't want war."

Fort Campbell helicopter crew
killed in Lake Michigan crash

1

t
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ficials kept photographers and
reporters at a distance from
Samantha throughout the boat
ride. But they granted a 15-minute
news conference late Sunday at
which Samantha said Artek
wasn't what she had expected.
"I thought it would be
something like nature camp, in
tents and stuff. But it's completely
different."
She said she had spent some
time with her new friends talking
about peace issues, but that most
of her chats focused on Artek, a
holiday home for some 22,000
children of the Soviet elite.
But Soviet reporters questioning
Samantha concentrated almost
exclusively on the nuclear issue,
although sometimes their meaning was not clear to her.
She was asked, for instance,
what she would do "if she were a
wizard" who had everything in
her power.
Mystified, Samantha frowned.
Her father then whispered to her
and she replied: "Get rid of the
bombs. Destroy the bombs."
Arthur Smith said Sunday that
Andropov's invitation came only
after she had written a second letter to Soviet Ambassador Anatoly
Dobrynin in Washington.
Samantha, he said, told the am-

Quito, where the flight originated.
A Cuenca radio station said
there was an explosion aboard the
plane before the 7:37 a.m. crash.
Ecuador's civil aviation director, Gen. Eduardo Duran, said he
did not rule out the possibility of
sabotage. Duran did not
elaborate.
Duran said the jetliner was the
newest belonging to TAME —
Military Air Transport of Ecuador
— which carries both military and
civilian passengers as well as
cargo.
Rescue workers said bodies
were scattered over a 500-yard
radius and that identification
would be difficult because they
were so badly burned.
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WKRECC...
Hot & Tired?
Try Ow New Hickory Smoked
Turkey Breast Plate
Includes: Sliced Turkey,
Potato Salad, Baked Beans,
Bre II Med. Drink

(Continued From Page 11
hour that you possible can."
Co-op president Jeffrey Howard
also received a plaque attesting to
the fact that the cooperative has
been receiving power from TVA
since June 11, 1942, a period of 41
years.
James Payne, publisher of the
Carlisle County News, extended a
cordial welcome to the group,
noting with pride the co-op's
growth from some 2,000 members
in 1940 to today's total of more
than 27,000.

In his annual report, Walker read a prepared statement praissaid the co-op is "doing quite well, ing Walker and his many years of
and we're meeting our obliga- Work with West Kentucky RECC.
tions.
Mrs. Jake Donohoo of Arlington
Walker briefly explained the attended her 45th members
revised by-laws and noted .the meeting. The only times she missutility plant's value is $31,173,885.
ed was during her wedding, and
Walker believes power rates during open-heart surgery in
will eventually level off, and he Nashville.
reminded members of TVA's 10
' Following adjournment, the
percent rate reduction in March
board met briefly and re-elected
and 5 per cent reduction from
Howard president; Joe Ray vice
April through October.
president; and Edrington
Chales T. Laechelt, a co-op
secretary-treasurer. Door prizes
member from Marshall County,
were awarded.
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washington today

Political use
of postal system
In 1984, an election year, members of Congress
are expected to send out some 840 million pieces of
franked mail — roughly double what they will send
this year — at a total cost to the taxpayers of more
than $100 million. Such "free" mail, which carries a
reproduction of the individual congressman's
signature rather than ordinary postage paid by the
congressman's office, is designed to enable the
members to keep their constitutents informed of
pressing public matters and to solicit opinions
about them. But as more than one critic has pointed
out, the privilege is routinely stretched and abused
for campaign purposes. Next year's expected total
— roughly 3.6 pieces for every man, woman and
child in the country — will be roughly double this
year's, when there is no election. That's hardly concidental.
The trouble with the political use of the mailing
privilege is not that it forces taxpayers to subsidize
campaign expenses — one way or another they'll
end up doing that anyway — but that the system
gives incumbents an enormous advantage over
their opponents. Reciktly, the U.S. Supreme Court
rejected a challenge to the franking system. A
lower federal court had recognized that it "confers
a substantial advantage" to incumbents but
asserted that the remedy lies in congressional, not
judicial, action.
That's probably correct and,encouragingly,finds
a positive response from an increasing number of
congressmen. At the same time, however, the
House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards, which sought to restrict and control some of
the abuses, has gotten almost nowhere, and two of
its members recently quit in disgust. To make matters worse, two years ago Congress extended to the
Senate the right to send "postal patron" mail —
mail sent to an address rather than a specific person — which had until then been limited to the much
smaller districts of House members. Senators,
thus, can now send junk frank mail to an entire
state.
Admittedly, devising effective remedies is difficult. In the Senate, there is a sensible proposal
that would bar all mass mailings within 60 days of
an election even if the mailing senator is not up for
re-election. There are, in addition, recommendations limiting the size and form of mailings and the
type of pictures that would be permitted. Yet, until
Congress devises a way of providing at last some
subsidy for the campaign mailings of challengers,
the incumbents' advantage will continue. It's on
that last disparity — and — that Congress ought to
be working.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Halfway
through Ronald Reagan's presidency, his $1.6 trillion plan to "rearm
America" has run into increasing
fire from critics who say much of the
money May be wasted because of
poor management in the Pentagon.
But while earlier criticism tended
to come from opponents of the
defense build-up, recent warnings
have come from different quarters,
such as the General Accounting Office, the Congressional Budget Office, and a panel of businessmen appointed by the White House to study
ways to make government spending
more.efficient.
The studies have given more ammunition to Defense Department
critics as the Senate prepares to
debate a record Pentagon authorization bill. The House has been
debating a similar measure on-andoff for several weeks.
"There's no question that they
haven't been able to do everything
they've promised in terms of
reform," Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., a
frequent critic of the Defense Department,said recently.
Defenders of Reagan's build-up
have reacted angrily to charges they
are mismanaging the record Pentagon budgets.
Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger has criticized the press

JUSTICE

DEPT:

by tim ahern
for focusing on cost overruns and ignoring money he says is being saved
by a series of management reforms.
And Paul Thayer,deputy secretary
of defense, has also charged that
"critics of the defense budget can no
longer get away with arguing that we
need less defense ... now we are hearing a new argument which is more
popular and more seductive ... the
argument that we can get more for
less."
But Thayer himself has criticized
the Pentagon's buying practices. In a
recent speech to defense contractors,
he said poor work adds 10 percent to
30 percent to the cost of new weapons
system.
Pentagon critics have been given a
wide range of ammunition in recent
weeks:
—A White House panel of business
executives said the Pentagon could
save at least $28 billion a year
through better management.
The Pentagon reacted quickly.
Even as the report was being released, Weinberger said it was "cruelly
unfair" to project such large savings.
—The General Accounting Office,
the congressional watchdog agency,
reported last month that the Pentagon buys many new weapons
before it knows if they will work. The
weapons aren't properly tested, the
GAO said.
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Thayer responded by saying, "the
U.S. is producing the best equipment
in the world. The testing procedures
are much better than they are in any
other part of the Free World and
from what I know, any phase of the
Russian testing complex with the
possible exception of ICBMs."
—The GAO, in a separate study,
also said that savings from multiyear
procurement contracts are much
smaller than the Pentagon said they
would be.
—The Congressional Budget Office
said the Army is buying six major
new weapons without even being able
to accurately forecast how much it
will cost to run the new hardware.
The CBO study warned of a problem that critics of the Reagan buildup have been pointing to for two
years — the large defense budgets
that will be required late in this
decade to make final payments on
the dozens of new weapons systems
that are being started now, along
with increased costs for manpower to
run the weapons.
"There's no question we're going to
hit some large numbers a few years
from now," Aspin said. "We're making the down payments now and putting a lot of the rest of the bills off to
the future."
The recent critical studies have
renewed interest in a study by
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Bill raises drug patents
The costs of discovering, developing and placing
new drugs on the market have escalated since the
1961 thalidomide disaster increased fears of
unknown side effects. But the effective life of drug
patents has been shrinking. The predictable result
has been to chill the drug industry's commercial enthusiasm for research and development.
A bill before the Senate, S.1306, would restore the
incentives by lengthening the 17-year patent period
by up to seven years to compensate for federal
regulatory delays in marketing newly patented products.
The patent term would not start to run until the
product was fully approved and ready to market.
That sounds only fair, but essentially the same bill
passed the Senate two years ago and died when the
House refused to act. Consumer lobbyists and the
manufacturers of generic, patent-expired drugs
said extending the patent period would keep drug
prices high.
Precisely. That is the intention. But the bill would
not affect any drug now on the market. Its effect
would be entirely prospective, not retroactive. That
is, in the future it would offer hope of longer patent
life and therefore higher rewards to the drug firms
that discover safe, effective new remedies.
Without the relief given by the bill, there will be
less effort by the drug companies to find new drugs
and consequently fewer drugs will be discovered
and marketed.
Consider the benefits to consumers of drugs like
sulfonamide, penicllin and, more recently,
cimetidine, which have made it possible for
thousands of ulcer patients to live normal productive lives without having to undergo surgery. Were
these medicines worth the cost?
After World War II, there was an explosion in the
drug indtistry. New drugs were introduced in large
numbers. The year 1962 was a turning point,
however. Stricter regulation caused longer delays
in bringing drugs to market. Since then regulatory
delays have lengthened and the trend in new drugs
has been down.
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capitol conversation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
year was 1979 and the big worry of
Kentuckians was inflation, not recession.
Against that backdrop, Thelma
Stovall, then the lieutenant governor,
waited until Julian Carroll, then the
governor, left the state on some
business. Then she called a special
legislative session.
One product of that session was
House Bill 44, which, roughly speaking,limited a taxing district's annual
revenue to no more than 4 percent
above the previous year's receipts.
The pressure to pass such a bill
came mainly from homeowners who
saw no end to taxation, even though
in many instances their houses also
were appreciating sharply in value.
After the measure was enacted,
there were outcries from many local
governments and school districts
that the restrictive legislation would
choke their necessary income
growth.
Then, coincidental with the election of John Y. Brown Jr. as governor,the national recession hit and the
counterpressure to repeal the tax bill
began to ease.
Today, the Revenue Cabinet looks
on the tax cut almost benignly.
It said a week ago that since the
beginning of the annual adjustments
based on HB44,the state property tax
has declined from 31.5 cents per $100
of assessed valuation to the current
21.1 cents.
This, the revenue officials said,
means that Kentuckians owning real
estate would have had to pay about
$43 million more in such state taxes if
the rollback in the
had not occurred.
"This represents a substantial savings," Property Valuation Commissioner Bill Coffee said in something,
of an understatement.
The state property tax must be adjusted each year as needed to make
sire that ito ,more than a 4 percent
cumalative increase in revenues is
realized over the previous years.
Actually, the 'tat* tax is a minor
portion of what homeowners pay.
Their tax money goes mainly to

by sy ramsey
cities, counties and schools, where
the 4 percent ceiling still applies.
The law is not that limiting on property taxes. It allows an increase of
more than 4 percent, subject to a
referendum. But rare is the taxing
district where this has occurred successfully. Instead, most districts
either have been content with the
status quo or timid about seeking
more than 4 percent of previous
revenue.
For a time it seemed as though
Brown was going to ride to the rescue
of the purportedly ailing taxing
districts.
Six months after taking office, the
governor said that lifting the 4 percent ceiling would be "my first piece
of legislation" in the 1982 session.

headline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed In this column.
HEARTLINE: What are the procedures for applying for 'a home loan
under the GI bill (VA home loan),
how is the rate of interest determined, and what is the value of a VAguaranteed home loan? W.R.
ANSWER: The veteran must first
apply for a certificate of eligibility
from the VA by submitting the proper application and a copy of his
discharge. The certificate of eligibility is then presented to the lending institution who submits the loan application to the VA for approval. The
VA does not make the loan; it
guarantees it, and it is the veteran's
responsibility to find a lending institution. The VA sets a maximum intetest rate that the lender can
charge, and the rate in effect at the
time the loan is closed applies to the
loan. The current interest rate for a
VA guaranteed loan is 12 percent.
The VA promises private mortgage
'
•

:

It took only a few days for Brown to
realize that the electorate was not in
the mood to tamper with the
measure, and he spoke of his
remarks being taken out of context.
That was about the last surge in the
stymied movement to lift the ceiling
established by HB44.
The administration's goal,
especially in the midst of a continuing recession, has focused on trying
to cope with potential state deficits
rather thari increasing potential property taxes.
And HB44 probably will remain intact — at least until and if inflation
grows again, maybe side by side with
prosperity, and taxing districts are
desperate for more money to provide
services.
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lenders that they can collect any
amount which may be due them
when an eligible veteran defaults on
his loan. This in effect makes the VA
the veteran's co-signer on the loan,
and makes the veteran a more attractive customer to the lender. This
generally means that the veteran will
not be required to make a down payment as part of the loan.

Franklin Spinney, a Pentagon
analyst who reviewed 30.. years of
Pentagon purchasing and concluded
that cost overruns are virtually built
into the system because of duplication, and rivalries between services.
Weinberger and other top Pentagon officials attacked Spinney's
analysis as "historical" and argued
that it didn't take into account
reforms started by the Reagan administration.
But, Aspin noted, "what we're seeing now in these reports is just the
sort of thing that Spinney was talking
about."

looking back
Ten years ago
Preparations now are in the final
stages for the 1973 Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair at the MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fairgrouns,
July 16 to 21.
Debbie Cathey of Murray, a junior
at Murray State University, has been
selected as the 1973 International
Crescent Girl of Lambda Chi Alpha
social fraternity.
Jean Blankenship, executive
secretary of the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red Cross,
gave her report at the meeting of the
chapter held at the Calloway County
Courthouse.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Davenport, July 1, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Smith, July 4, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
George E. Catlett, July 2, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jake Barnett, July 3.
Dana Lynn Carpenter, daughter of
the late Dr. and Mrs. Harry L.
Carpenter of Benton,- and Robert
Allan Grogan, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Grogan of Murray, were married at First _Missionary Baptist
Church, Benton.
Twenty years ago
The Murray Lions Club at its
regular meeting at the Murray
Woman's Club House had as part of
the program the installation of Joe
Pat James as Governor of District 43K of the Lions Club.
William B. Miller, principal of
Calloway County High School and
president of the First District Education Association, attended the convention of the National Education
Association held at Detroit, Mich.
The new downtown branch of the
Bank of Murray will open July 12
with Luther Dunn, executive vice
presidrint, as branch manager.
Martha Jean Craig, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Craig, and Arvis Thorn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Claud
Thorn, were married June 22 at
Mason's Chapel Methodist Church.
The annual Kemp family reunion
was
rk.held July 7 at the Murray City
Park.
Thirty years ago
Brown C. Tucker of Murray will attend the South Conference of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars at Memphis, Tenn.
An ice cream supper and candidate
speaking will be held July 25 at Faxon School. This will be sponsored by
the Faxon Mothers Club.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. L.W. Lyons and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. John Loyd Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Irvan left today for Valdosta, Ga., where Mr. Irvan will be working in the tobacco industry.
The Miles Family Reunion was
held July Sat the Murray City Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker
have returned home after a vacation
in the Great Smoky Mountains in
Tennessee and North Carolina.

letter to the editor
Publicity appreciated

To The Editor:
The Kirksey High School reunion of
July 2 was a tremendous success
with over 400 in attendance. I attribute much of that success to the
excellent publicity your newspaper
HEARTLINE: I meet the working provided for the event. Many of the
requirements under social security advanced reservations were in
to be eligible for social security response to the various news articles
disability. I am not completely in the Murray Ledger & Times. I ex.disabled, but I feel that I should be press my sincere thanks for your
entitled to a partial disability since cooperation. emy illness has resulted in my hours
Mrs. Jo Burkeen's pictures and
at work being cut. How do I go about coverage of the eunion in your July 6
applying for a partial disability edition was also excellent and I thank
benefit from social security? N.N.
her for a professional job well done.
As was reflected in your news
ANSWER: Social Security does not
pay a partial disability. For Social coverage, the event was held outside
Security purposes, a person is either at the former site of the Kirksey High
100 percent disabled or not disabled. School. -This required setting up
Social Security does not pay disabili- tables and chairs for over 400 people.
ty benefits to a person who is simply Many hours of planning went into this
disabled from doing their regular along with many hours of hard work
job.'to be eligible for disability from in providing the seating and all the
social security, you must be disabled Other brrangements. Dozens of
from doing any type of employment, volunteer workers helped -in this
regardless of the fact that the type of endeavor and I also express my
work you are able to do may take sincere thanks to them.
Joe Pat James,coordinator
special training, education or
Kirksey
High School reunion
abilities that you do not have.
'
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DATEBOOK
Club meeting Thursday

Tennis play Tuesday
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, July 12, at 9 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Cindy
Dunn, Cathy Mattis, Mary Jane Key and Kathy
Kopperudi Court Two — Sabrina Karraker, Vicky
Holton, Brenda Callahan and Renee Wynn.

Tennis play Wednesday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Wednesday, July 13, at 9 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as foltows: Court One — Gayle
Foster, Annette Alexander, Debbie Diers and Alice
Rouse; Court Two — Kay Ray, Kathy Kopperud,
Laura Miller and Leisa Faughn; Court Three —
Ann Uddberg, Cathy Mattis, Renee Wynn and Cyndi
Cohoon.

T-Ball picnic Thursday
The annual T-Ball Picnic for children, parents
and friends will be Thursday, July 14, at 6 p.m. in
the shelter behind the T-Ball field in the Old
Murray-Calloway County Park. Each family should
bring their own food and drinks. For information
carl Marty Mattis at 753-4775.

Scherffius families
hold supper, dinner
The descendants of the
late William Scheriffius
and Lenora Elizabeth
Howard Scherffius held a
two-day event reunion on
Saturday and Sunday,
June 4 and 5.
The couple had 14
children — John, William
Henry, Tennie Florence
S. Brown, Rachel Barbara S. Ligon, Elizabeth
Davy S. Murdock, Benjamin Franklin,
Frederick Fannon, Mary
Emily S. Singleton,
Cleveland Hendricks, Edmond George, Tony ( Er), Eunice
rett McGarvey,
Hessert S. Crawford,
Ruby Clara S. Eaker and
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The Welcome Wagon Club of Murray will meet
Thursday, July 14, at 7 p.m. at the Commerce
Center, U.S. Highway 641 North. Lucy Wright of the
Calloway County Chapter of the American Red
Cross will speak on "Disaster Preparedness With
An Emphasis On Earthquakes." All newcomes are
invited to attend.

Sunday luncheon cancelled
The regular Third Sunday Salad Luncheon, sponsored- by the Calloway County Band Boosters, has
been cancelled this month (July) but will begin
again in August. "Thank you for your support and
we greatly appreciate it," said a band booster
spokesman.

Children's party planned
A Swim Party and Picnic for members in Grades
One to Four of the Murray Country Club will be
Thursday, July 14, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the
club. Each member should bring a sack lunch with
drinks and dessert to be furnished, according to the
chairmen, Cathy Mattis and Vicky Holt9n.

Stamp club will meet

The Kentucky Lake Stamp Club will meet Thursday, July 14, at 7:30 p.m. at the Henry County Courthouse (north entrance), Paris, Tenn. This month in
search of postal history material, the participants
Lenora Luna S. Kelso.
will examine some 19th century files stored in the
Five of the 14 children courthouse attic. Interested parties are invited to
were represented by attend even if not members and should be at the
descendants at the 1983 courthouse entrance promptly at 7:30 p.m., said
reunion.
D.R. Frazier, secretary, Rt. 3, Box 187, Dover,
On Saturday an ice Tenn. 37058.
cream supper was held at
the Ellis Center. Later a
home movie of the 1956
reunion was viewed.
On Sunday at the Old
Murray-Calloway County
The' descendants of Mrs. Joe Pat James and
Park, a potluck meal was Aubrey James anpaisy son, Ross,803 Doran Rd.
served. After the meal Radford J
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin
d their
participants enjoyed annual fa
reunion Miles and son,
sharing pictures, taking during the first week of Christopher, of Midland,
pictures and visiting.
Texas, were the only
July.
Those in attendance
Most of the events, family members unable
were the following:
which included several to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Billy family meals, were held
The James' families
Murdock, Mr. and Mrs. at the farm home ofwMr.
Alfred Murdock, Ms. Lori and Mrs. Cordis James of also had as their
Murdock, Mr. and Mrs. Kirksey and the Doran houseguests during the
Steve Welter, Mrs. Janet Road home of Mr. and week, Mr. and Mrs.
Mavin Miller and
Futrell, Bill Ed Murdock, Mrs. Joe Pat James.
children, *Brooke and
Mr. and Mrs. James HarAttending the various
ris, Mr. and Mrs. Harry functions were the follow- Adam, of Plano, Texas,
and Mrs. Bobbie McLee Potts, Barbie Potts, ing:
Cuiston of Phoenix, Ariz.
Vonda Murdock, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Cordis
Barbara Smotherman, James and their son-in- Mrs. Millertand Mrs. McMr. and Mrs. Philip Mur- law and daughter, Mr. Cuiston areousins of the
dock and Mrs. Lucy Mur- and Mrs. Jack Jominy James'family.
dock Myers of Lynn and children, Aubrey, At a July 4th patio
,Grove, son and daughter Ashley and Brandon of breakfast at the home of
of Elizabeth Davy S. Mur- Casselberry, Fla.; Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat
dock;
and Mrs. Ralph-(Aliese) James, the blue and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Paschall and daughter, white floral arScherffius of Tulsa, Joyce, of Sullivan, Ill.; rangements from the
Okla., and Mrs. Hazel S. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kirksey High School reuSelf of Muskogee, Okla, (Lorraine) Miles and nion of July 2 were used.
son and daughter of their son-in-law and All four of the James
Frederick Fannon daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Children, Cordis, Aliese,
Scherffius;
Kyle Covington and Lorraine and Joe Pat,
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne daughter, Alicia, of completed all 12 years of
Hughes with Jeffrey and Midland, Texas; Mr. and school at Kirksey High.
Charlie of Owensboro,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Hughes and Mrs. Hattie
Scherffius, daughter and
wife of Tony Scherffius;
STANFORD, Calif. mises to show us how to
Mrs. Kim Bartlett of
(AP)
— Are Americans lose 20 pounds in a week,"
Ardmore, Ala., with
granddaughters, Ellen spending their dollars adds Wood, a researcher
Daly and Susan McCown, and time wisely on diet on nutrition and fitness
for more than 30 years
daughter of Eunice and exercise programs?
and author of a recent
"No,"
says
Dr.
Peter
Hessert S. Crawford;
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Wood, professor of book, "California Diet
Kelso with John Robert, medicine (research), and Exercise Program."
According to Wood, to
Justin and Jody, Ms. Stanford University
Judy Kelso, Ms. Janey School of Medicine, and be acceptable, any diet
Kelso, Ms. Joy Kelso, Mr. deputy director of the plan should incorporate
and Mrs. Kenneth Greer Stanford Heart Disease these 10features:
*Safety: The diet must
with Amanda, Mr. and Prevention Program.
"In view of the millions provide through various
Mrs. Danny Garland with
Michael and Nora, Mr. of dollars Americans foods sufficient nutrients
and Mrs. Tommy Phillips spend on weight loss pro- and vitamins to meet the
with Johnny Mac and grams and fitness, it is in- body's needs.
*Effectiveness: ProTomny Ray, Billy Potts credible that they
with J.R., Mr. and Mrs. swallow so much dietary per, well-balanced diets
take time. Diets that are
Harold Bebber with Wen- nonsense," he says.
"We pay large sums of too fast, too ambitious or
dy and Ashley, Mrs. Jan
Tucker, Mrs. Hardy money to support make ridiculous claims
Kelso, Mrs. Billie K. Hall, legitimate scientific will usually fail.
*Maintenance: Look
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Potts research on health, and
and Mr. and Mrs. Glen then perversely choose to for a plan that puts you on
Kelso, daughters and son follow the latest unschool- a temporary calorieed huckster who pro- restricted diet. People do
of Luna S. Kelso.

James'children meet
for the annual reunion

Harrison-Andrus wedding planned
Mrs. Bessie Harrison of
Murray and Lloyd Harrison of Westland, Mich.,
announce the engagement and forthcoming
marriage of their
daughter, Lisa Rennee,to
Robert Shane Andrus,
son of Mrs. Eva Housden
of Murray and Leon Andrus of Hardin.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Byron Sykes of
Murray and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Harrison of Clarksville,
Tenn.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
James Mitchell Andrus of
Hardin and of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Parrish of
Dexter.
The wedding has been
scheduled for Saturday,
Aug. 6, at 6 p.m. in the
garden of the Murray
Woman's Club House.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All
friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Lisa Rennee Harrison
to marry Robert Shane Andrus

Community events announced
Monday, July 11
Sunday School Workers
and Directors of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church
will have a workshop and
planning meeting at 7:30
p.m.

Monday,July 11
Learning Center, Room
206, Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University. For information call 762-6971.

"Sing Out, Kentucky!"
Self-defense Class, will be presented by MSU
taught by Sandy Forrest, Theatre at 8 p.m. at Kenwill start at 7 p.m. at tucky Dam State Park.
Cherry Corner Baptist
Calloway County
Church.
Chaptes of Future
Reservations for ladies Farmers of America will
day luncheon on Wednes- meet at 7:30 p.m. in
day at Murray Country Agriculture Department,
Club should be made by Calloway County High
today with Mary Rigsby School.
or Bonnie Jones.
Tuesday,July 12
Murray
TOPS (take off
Free adult education
class in English gram- pounds sensibly) Club
mar will be from 9 to will meet at 7 p.m. at
10:30 a.m. and in general Calloway County Health
mathematics from 10:30 Center.
a.m. to noon at Adult

Tuesday,July 12
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center, College Farm
Road.

not like permanent diets,
with the result that most
quit. Look for a diet plan
that tells you not only how
to lose weight, but how to
maintain weight.loss as
well.
*Scientific: A successful and permanent
reduction of weight is
based on science. It is
always nice to dream
about effortless and
struggle-free weight loss
programs, but science
tells us otherwise.
*Healthful: A successful weight loss plan
not only reduces the risk
of chronic diswitse, but
also improves your quality of life. A proper diet
and • exercise program
means better health in
general, and this aids the
body in fighting many
physical disorders.

UNCLE JEFF'S

McDonald's
Quarter Pounder Cones

HAS A NEW

PHARMACY!
WE OFFER:

25'

The Best
Buy In
Townl

MINIM
*Low, Low Prices
'Convenient Location, Plenty of Parking
e'Via
'Very Helpful, Friendly Service
•1 Full Time Pharmacist (Thus Lower Operating
9
•
Costs)
•We Keep Complete Records For Insurance And
Taxes

Uncle Jeff's DiscountPharmacy
753-7688

Witness: A person attempting to lose weight
must participate in some
form of daily exercise.
Scientific evidence shows
that weight maintenance
is much easier for active
people than for sedentary
people. Regular exercise
promotes physical fitness
and frequently brings on
other health benefits
which cannot be achieved
through weight loss
alone.
*Exercise: As your
level of activity increases,it becomes possible to eat more and still
maintain a desirable
weight.
*True Loss: A gradual
weight loss plan will promote the loss of body fat
rather than merely
water. This plan helps
keep the weight off permanently.
*Inexpensive: A successful weight loss diet
will stress inexpensive,
healthful foods as well as
exercise that can be

designed to sulks, your
lifestyle. Walking, cycling, swimming and jogging are basically sound,
inexpensive exercises
and burn off many
calories. No pills, expensive "diet aids" or health
spas are needed.
'Enjoyable: Progressive weight loss and
enjoyable exercises can
make dieting bearable. If
the weight loss process is
pleasant it will naturally
tend to be successful.
("California Diet and
Exercise Program" is
published by Anderson
World.)

Group II of First Baptist Church WMU will
meet at 2 p.m. with Mrs.
Bernice Wisehart.
Acteens of First Baptist
Church will meet at 10
Bizaar workshop will
be at 9:30 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church.

Ladies day events will
include golf at 9 a.m.,
bridge at 9:30 a.m. and a
luncheon at noon at Murray Country Club.

EVERY TUESDAY
IS

TACO TUESDAY
2 CRISPY TACOS

99c

OR,,044.1 MI Bey —Ns Caspom —Us UFO

At All Area
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2 MAIM IN PAWN—MALI
WAY
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WMU of First Baptist
Church will have a
general meeting at 9:30
a.m. in church chapel.

Social Concerns Work
Area of First United
Methodist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at church.
Wednesday,July 13
Murray Bass Club will
Homes use wells meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Nearly one home in five Sirloin Stockade.
in the United States
Hazel and Douglas
depends on a well for its
water supply. The na- Centers will be open from
tional Water Well 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acAssociation says a survey tivities by senior citizens.
shows 11,666,000 homes
Outland Cemetery
are on water•well
meeting will be today.
systems.

For

Alepaladir
j
753-5541
107 N. 12%

Tuesday,July 12
First Field Day of
Woodmen of World
Rangers and Rangerettes
will be from 1 to 8 p.m. at
new Woodmen Youth
Camp, U.S. Highway 641
North.

Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30
A Social Security
p.m. at Murray Woman's Representative will be at
Robert"t).
'0. Miller CourClub House.
thouse Annex from 10
Murray Star Chapter a.m. to noon to assist perNo. 433 Order of the sons.
Eastern Star will meet at
Officers meeting of
7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Murray Moose Lodge is
scheduled at 7 p.m.
Senior citizens ac"Sing Out, Kentucky!"
tivities will be at 9:30
will
be presented by MSU
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Theatre at 8 p.m. at KenHazel and Douglas tucky Dam State Park.
Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 Events in Land Betp.m. at Ellis Center.
ween the Lakes will include Stream Stroll at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center.

Research professor said Americans not spending wisely

•

Hwy 641
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"Sing Out, Kentucky!"
will be presented by MSU
Theatre at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake State Park.
Ladies day events will
be golf with Wanda
Brown as hostess and
bridge with Shirley Martin as hostess at 9:30 a.m.
at Oaks Country Club.
Council of First Baptist
Church Women will meet
at 5:45 p.m. in conferencq
room of church.
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Anniversary reception to be Sunday Special celebration planned Sunday

Mr. and Mrs. Exie B.
Adams, 312 South Tenth
St., Murray, will be
honored with a reception
in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary
on Sunday,July 17.
The event will be from 2
to 4 p.m. at the home of
their daughter, Ms.
Judith Baucum, 1704
Melrose, Murray.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend. The couple requests
that guests not bring
gifts.
The couple was married July 13, 1933, in
Toledo, Ohio. They lived
in Ohio until 1949 when
they moved to Murray,
the birthplace of Mr.
Adams.
Mrs. Adams is the
daughter of the late
Harry Birkhead, and the
late Mrs. Jesse Corcoran
of Toledo, Ohio. Mr.
Adams is the son of the
late Edd Adams and the
late Mrs. Ludie Gibbs of
Murray.
They are the parents of
four children — Norman
L. Craig and David S.
Adams of Toledo, Ohio,
Edd F. Adams of Henderson, and Judith A.
Bauciun of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Adams
have three grandsons,
Richard Craig and Chris
Adams of Toledo and
Paul Adams of Henderson; one granddaughter,
Mrs. Barbara Fischer of
Toledo; and one greatgrandchildren, Brian
Craig of Toledo.

Ina

•-/

Mr. and Mrs. Buell
Tutt,, 55 Chestnut St.,
will be honored with a
reception in celebration
of their 45th wedding anniversary on Sunday, July 17.
The reception will be
from 3 to 5 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of the
First Baptist Church. All
friends and relatives are
invited.
The couple was married-son Dec. 25, 1937, at
Paducah by the Rev.
A.M. Parrish.
Mr. and Mrs. Tutt are
the parents of two
daughters, Mrs. Billy
(Wanda) Rose of Benton
and Mrs. Robert
(Carolyn) Danton of Pontiac, Mich., and one son,
Charles Tutt of Murray.
They have one granddaughter, Erica Danton,
and two grandsons, Carl
Rose and Doug Tutt.

Mr. and Mrs. Buell Tuft
to celebrate 45th anniversary

Activities of luncheon, bridge, golf planned
Wednesday by Murray Country Club women
Mr. and Mrs. Exie B. Adams
to celebrate 50th anniversary

Special home
is planned

•

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Singers Johnny
Cash and June Carter
Cash plan to construct a
$6.5 million retirement
center as a memorial to
Mrs. Cash's mother,
country music matriarch
Maybelle Carter.
"It is not to be a nursing home," said Larry
Kelly, who will serve as
manager.. "It is to be a
four-story building with
135 luxury-type one- and
"
s
Slas
two- bedroom apartQUILT WINNER — Hazel Alton, right, was the winner of the quilt, made by
ments, available to
the Dexter Homemakers Club and given away in celebration of Older
anybody in the 62-yearAmericana' Month. At left is Annette Burnham, director of Hazel and New Conold-plus range. However,
cord Senior Citizens activities. The Dexter club donated the $120 from the quilt
a tenant's spouse of
promotion along with $100 given by Dexter citizens to the Calloway County Fireyoung age would be eligiRescue Squad.
ble."
Construction on the
apartments is scheduled
to begin next week at an
The Dexter three quilts and netted Rescue Squad.
18-acre site in Madison, a
Homemaker Club met at $120 in a promotion durThe devotional was Nashville suburb, Kelly
the Dexter Community ing Older Americans' given by Maude Woodall said.
Center for its monthly Month.
who also read a special? Mrs. Carter, a country
meeting with the presiThe citizens of the Dex- newsletter on "Original music pioneer best known
dent, Mrs. 011ie Colson, ter Community gave $100 History of for her songs "Wildwood
presiding.
making a total of $220 for Homemakers."
Flower" and "Will The
Members of the club the Dexter Homemakers
Mrs. Elizabeth Puckett Circle Be Unbroken?"
with the help of the Club to donate to the called the roll, read the died in October 1978.
Seniors Citizens quilted Calloway County Fire- minutes and gave the
"Johnny and June have
financial report.
been wanting to do
Officers elected for something like this in
1983-84 were Mrs. 011ie memory of Mother
Colson, president; Mrs. Maybelle for a long time.
Charlene Tyler, vice — about four or five
president; Mrs. years," said a spokesman
Elizabeth Puckett, forthe entertainers. "Her
secretary-treasurer; old homeplace is nearby
Miss Maude Woodall, and will remain the
same." •
devotional leader..
Cash, 51, and his wife,
Other members present were Mrs. Pansy 55, live in nearby HenderPritchett, Mrs. Ruby sonville, Tenn.
Haley, Mrs. Irene MitThe retirement center
chuson, Mrs. May Denny will operate under a
and Mrs. Luna Ern- private corporation, Nastburger.
tional Retirement Center,
The next regular said Don Golden, presimeeting will be Thurs- dent of Bush Building Co.,
day, Sept. 8, at 9:30 a.m. which will build the proCELEBRATE BIRTHDAYS — Mitch Ryan, left,
at the Dexter Community ject and share in its
and Luke Dyer celebrated their third birthdays
Center.
ownership.
together recently with a party at The Apple Tree
School. Both Mitch and Luke were born July 1, 1980,
and are the best of friends. Their parents are Mike
and Lyn Ryan and Billy and Cindy Dyer.
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Ladies day events will
be Wednesday, July 13, at
the Murray Country Club.
A ladies day luncheon
will be served at noon
with Mary Rigsby and
Bonnie Jones as
chairmen. Reservations
should be made by today.
Other hostesses will be
Lois Fairfield, Eleanor
Diuguid, Sue Brown,
Mary Frank Valentine,
Diane Wagner, Margie
Shown, Blanche
Titsworth, Beckie Wilson,
Betty Hinton, Linda
Purcell, Marilyn Walker,
Pat Seiber and Sue
Spann.
Bridge will be played at
9:30 a.m.
Golf will be played at 9
a.m. with Toni Hopson as
hostess. Ladies included
in the lineup who are
unable to play should call
Mrs. Hopson at 436-5875.
Ladies not listed who
desire to play may come
and be paired at the tee at
9a.m.
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Murray's First
And Only
VIDEO MOVIE
STORE
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I. \WORLD

& ASSOCIATES
Commercial And ResIdentlai Intertors And Furnishings
- Custom Designed And Built To Your Specifications
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
759-1359
Between Gibbs Store
Wiswell Road
& Johnny Robertson Rd.
Murray, Ky..

a

Store
your
CLEA\ERS
winter
clothes frYUtH MIN/
in our
Drapes
2 Pc.
closet. 20% Matching
Men's or Ladies

'Would you believe...
two years ago
I weighed over
300 pounds?"

Off

You'll enjoy the extra
closet spa:o at home
We'll Sanitone dcyclean
311 your garments and protect them
with our
guara n tee d
.:.
mothproofing
They'fl
come
back
looking
and feeling like
new Call
us today

"That was before I
went to Diet Center."

753-0020

•
•
•
•

Suits

N. UM With Comes
Present Coupe. When roe Bring Cleaning

641 N. The Village
Mon. Fri. 8-5:30 Sat. 10-1
ens's. of err gniAt wen

Good Thru July 30

II

Shirts

Skirts or
Shorts

59c

$1 70

(30, More)
Lownsierd, Folded on Hangers
N. Limit With Ceenen
Present Canoes When Tee Bring Clewing
Good Thai July 30

1.•

No Limit With Csepel,
Present Copes When Tee Brine Cleaning
Good Thru July.30
=Iwo

Laundry &Cleaners

waving—

753-2552
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No Limit With Criswell
Present Cowper, Wiles Vs. Bring Gun*

Good Thru July 30

Sandone

THE tau weer-Less
MORAN MUtwa NESI

7....4-"..)'•
= .,

SUPERSTITION
A superstition warning
against mixing red and
white flowers in the same
container dates from ancient times when the
blooms, symbolizing
leath and tears, were
pieced on the graves of
koman lovers.

Fi4Lfri/Xa--

We are pleased to
announce that Ronda Windsor, brideelect of Terry
Miller, has made
her selections from
our Bridal Registry
for Decorative Accessories. Ronda
and Terry will be
married August 12,
1983

Call us today for a free.
Introductory consultation.

a

nerup;
First flight — Toni Hopson, winner, Faira Alexander and Margaret
Shuffett, tied for second
place;
Second flight — Freda
Steely, winner, Edith
Garrison and Sue
Costello, tied for second
place;
Third Oight — Barbara
Stacy, Melly Booth and
Rowena Cullom, all tied
for first place;
Fourth flight = Mary
Overbey, winner,
Beth Belote, runnerup;
Overall low putts —
Rowena Cullom and
Faira Alexander tied.

Carol Falwell
Don Henry, Jr.
Representa
tive
Manager
Sales

Pier 1 Imports

•

Dixieland Center

9 a.m. — Inus Orr, Judy
Latimer, Cathryn Garrott and Carita Lamb.
9:10 a.m. — Louise
Lamb, Mary Frances
Bell, Anna Mary Adams
and Beth Belote.
9:20 a.m. — Edith Garrison, Mary Belle
Overb6', Elizabeth
Slusmeyer and Jane
Fitch.
Tee No. Seven
9 a.m. — Betty Scott.
Sherry Gibbs, Laverne
Ryan and Alice Purdom.
9:10 a.m. — Frances
Richey, Mary Bazzell,
Rubye Pool and Eddie
Mae Outland.
9:20 a.m. — Betty
Hassell, Joy Waldrop and
Mug Rigsby.
Winners
Winners for ladies day
golf play on Wednesday,
July 6, have been released by Margaret Shuffett,
golf hostess, as follows:
Championship flight —
Betty Jo Purdom, winner, Frances Hulse, run-

,

Quilt promotion by Dexter Club

MSU
Kenrk.

The lineup is as
follows:
Tee No. One
9 a.m. — Betty Jo Purdom, Venela Sexton, Betty Lowry and Mary
Bogard.
9:10 a.m. — Evelyn
Jones, Jerlene Sullivan,
Diane Villanova and
Madelyn Lamb.
9: 20 a.m. — V ee
Severns, Martha Sue
Ryan, Sue Costello and
Nancy Fandrich.
9:30 a.m. — Toni Hopson, Margaret Shuffett,
Faira Alexander and
Pam Mavity.
9:40 a.m. — Chris
Graham, Rowena
Cullom, Billie Cohoon and
Peggy Shoemaker.
9:50 a.m. — Freda Steely, Nancy Schempp, Barbara Stacy and Molly
Booth.
10 a.m. — Ethelene McCallon, Wilda Purdom,
Norma Frank and Mary
Watson.
Tee No. Four
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Marshall County earns Senior Ruth crown with 14-8 win
J4)

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Marshall County's
Senior Babe Ruth squad
was crowned the
Lakeland Area champion
after Sunday's 14-8 victory over Murray's
Holland Drugs.
The contest was no contest as the Murrayans
played their best ball the
day before in the
preliminary rounds and
the host Marshall Countians posted runs in every
inning of the championship game except the
seventh.
By the time the Murrayans received their atbats in the bottom of the
fourth, the Marshall
County sluggers had a
secure 11-1 lead. Danny
Naughton's two-run
homer in the first inning
proved to be the winning
hit and Scott English
went the distance for the
win.
Holland Drugs saw
rough roads ahead when
starter Mike Toth
developed a sore arm and
had to be relieved in the
third by Jeff Downey. By
then MC was leading 6-1
and Downey immediately
gave up an RBI double to
English.
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RUTH TOURNAMENT - (Above) Marshall County's Danny
Naughton had a knack for the fence during the Senior Babe Ruth
tournament,smacking round-trippers in both games against Holland
Drugs. (Upper right) H&R Block pitcher Brad Skinner follows the
flight of one of his errant pitches while (bottom right) H&R teammate Steve Malone tries to break up a doubleplay by Marshall County infielders. (Bottom left) Holland Drugs pitcher Mike Toth guns
down a runner at first during his team's loss in the championship
game.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Toth remained the crowned the district off three Murray errors
Murray squad's top hitter champions.
in the first inning to claim
The l3-year-olds the -pitching honors.
of the game, posting an
RBI double and two district tournament was David gykes had two hits
played in Princeton and including a double to lead
singles.
In Saturday's elimina- in Saturday's first game the Murray hitters.
tion rounds, Holland the Murrayans were
The Murray All-Stars
Drugs blanked Liv- ahead 4-3 in the bottom of advance to the next
ingston County, 6-0, with the first inning with two playoff level at a site and
a three-hitter by Rick outs.
date to be announced
That's when the weird later.
Grogan. Holland Drugs
went ahead 5-0 in the first part of the tournament
GIRLS SOFTBALL
inning and David occured.
UPPER DIVISION
After the Murray squad
McMillen added a solo
A 14-10 win wrapped up
had batted through it's first place for the
homer in the seventh.
In the second game lineup, Shown said the Flashers Friday as they
Saturday, in the winner's Trigg County All-Stars' downed the Aces using
bracket, Murray's H&R coach made a pitching three home runs by Kelly
Block was dropped by the change. But during the and Diana Ridley and
eventual champs, 5-3, warmup tosses, Shown Becky Snow. The loss
despite a two-run homer overheard several dropped the Aces to fifth
by catcher Wade Smith in players and fans talking place despite a homer
about the pitcher's ex- and a triple by Amy
the first inning.
The Blockers held their ploits in a game the night Asbridge and a triple,
lead until the top of the before.
• double and single by
fourth when Marshall "I checked with the -Leslie Thompson.
County scored three umpire just because it's
In othel season-enders
times, in addition to a against the rules for a Friday, the Royals claimsolo run in the third, to player to pitch two nights ed second place by
take the lead for good. in a row. I only wanted beating Swingers, 8-5.
The Murrayans Were them to pull that pitcher, Valerie Gilbert homered
handcuffed by Jack but instead they cancell- and tripled and Christi
Gunter until they scored ed the rest of the game Darnell homered and
a solo run off Dennis and gave us the win by doubled for the victors.
Thurmond's single in the forfeit," Shown said.
For the Swingers, ShelWith the first game ly Howell and Michelle
bottom of the seventh.
Marshall County's unexpectedly out of the Willoughby each doubled.
defense backed Gunter way (Murray won by the
In the battle for third
superbly, turning three 7-0 automatic forfeit place, B-Team thumped
score) the Murrayans PYT's, 23-4. Sherri Swift
doubleplays.
In perhaps the best returned Sunday to play smashed a pair of homers
game of the tournament, Trigg County again. and a pair of doubles and
the two Murray teams Trigg Arid advanced in Mandi Outland homered,
battled to a 7-6 decision the loser's bracket Satur- doubled and tripled for BSaturday going eight inn- day after defeating Team. Jennie Kurz also
ings before deciding who Caldwell County.
added a grand slam, two
would face Marshall In Sunday's game, no triples and a single in the
County in the title game. forfeits or funny business runaway.
Holland Drugs backed by Trigg happened, and
For the fourth-place
starter Mitch Grogan the Murrayans triumph- PYT's, Jeanette Williams
with a 3-0 lead in the first ed by a 94 margin.
homered and Lydia
three innings, but H&R In the bottom of the Cathey tripled.
Block countered with five seventh, trailing 8-7,
The league's double
runs in the fourth in- Ronald Nelson and Cary elimination tournament
cluding Wade Smith's Alexander both walked begins tonight with
and advanced on a double Flashers and PYT's playgrand slam homer.
Both teams picked up a steal. Bob Kemp's ground ing at 5:30, Swingers and
run in the fifth and lathe out scored Nelson from Aces meet at 7, and Tuesseventh Jon Billington's third and a throw to the day Rivals and B-Team
two-run double tied the catcher was wild enabl- finish the first-round
score, 64, for Holland ing Alexander to score games at 5:30 p.m.
the winning run.
Drugs.
The championship
The Blockers were Charles Hampton sur- game is set for Friday at
silent in their half of the vived friar unearned runs 5:30p.m.
eighth, but H-D decided
to end it all. Russell
Usher and McMillen
drew walks and Tod Ross
advanced both with a
sacrifice bunt. Mark Boggess was walked intentionally to load the bases
and Mike Toth's sacrifice
fly brought Usher home
By The Associated Press tinez hit a two-run homer,
for the win.
The totals for the Jesse Barfield and Willie
BABE RUTH All-Stars
Milwaukee Brewers and Upshaw added solo shots
13-Year-Olds
Murray All-Star coach Chicago White Sox were as the Blue Jays comTom Shown said a lot of 21 runs, 30 hits - and 251 pleted a sweep of a threegame series between the
"weird things" went on minutes.
Sunday's 4 hour, 11- division leaders. Stieb,
this weekend, but after
his team's bout with the minute slugfest, won by who hadn't won since
Twilight Zone, they were the Brewers 12-9, thus June 17, defeated Rick
became the longest nine- Honeycutt, the league's
inning game in American ERA leader. The three
League history, surpass- homers off Honeycutt
ing the 3:57 which were one more than he
Cleveland used to beat had given up in 130 2-3
Boston 19-9 on April 10, previous innings this
1977.
season.
"I don't care how long
their first run in the se- that gave the victory to it takes to play as long as
Angels 5, Red Sox 3
cond inning on Diaz's RBf Dave Von Ohlen, 2-2, the we win them. That's
At Boston, Rick
single, then added a run second of three Cardinal what's important to me," Burleson and Reggie
in the ninth off Mario pitchers.
said Milwaukee Manager Jackson ripped runSoto, 9-8, on a basesGiants 10-4, Cubs 8-2
scoring singles to cap a
Harvey Kuenn.
loaded walk to Tony
Joel Youngblood drove
In other AL action, the four-run seventh inning.
Perez.
home the winning run in Toronto Blue Jays down- Jim Rice put Boston on
Cardinals 4, Padres 2
the eighth inning with his ed the Texas Rangers 6-4, top 3-1 with a two-run
Glenn Briunmer cap- third hit as San Francisco the California Angels homer in the fifth off winped a four-run, ninth- came from behind to win defeated the Boston Red ner Tommy John, his
inning rally with a two- a slugfest with Chicago in Sox 5-3, the New York 23rd of the season. But
run double as St. Louis the first game of their Yankees turned back the, California pounced on
came from behind to beat doubleheader.
Kansas City Royals 6-4, loser Bruce Hurst and
San Diego.
Youngblood, who the Detroit Tigers shaded Bob Stanley in the
Mark Thurmond and scored four runs and the Oakland A's 5-3, the seventh.
reliever Luis DeLeon had drove in three, snapped Baltimore Orioles blankshut down the Cardinals an 8-8 tie by singling ed the Seattle Mariners 2Ellis Valentine led off
on four hits until Steve home Johnnie LeMaster, 0 and the Minnesota with a single, Bobby
Braun tripled with one who walked and stole se- Twins beat the Cleveland Grich walked and Tim
out in the ninth. George cond. Youngblood scored Indians 6-4.
Foil's one-out RBI single
Hendrick then socked an one out later when he
At Chicago, Ted Sim- chased Hurst. After
RBI single, his third hit of stole second,took third on mons drove in five runs, another out, Clark scored
the game, and Gary an error and came in on Including a tie-breaking on acpassed ball to tie the
Lucas, 4-5, relieved Jeff Leonard's third RBI two-run single in the game, Rod Carew was
DeLeon.
hit.
eighth inning, as walked intentionally,
Lucas surrendered a
Atlee Hanunaker re- Milwaukee won for the Burleson broke the tie
single to Andy Van Slyke, bounded from his embar- 10th time in its last 13 with his single and
and when Tommy Herr rassing seven-run shell- games.
Jackson drove in an infollowed with a single to ing in the All-Star game
Paul Molitor was hit by surance run.
left Hendrick scored the to pitch the Giants past a pitch from loser Salome
Yankees6, Royals 4
tying run when Padre the Cubs in the second Barojas, the third of five
At Kansas City, Don
catcher Terry Kennedy game. Hammaker, 10-4, Chicago pitchers, leading Baylor and Lou Piniella
dropped Alan Wiggins' scattered nine hits, off the Brewers' eighth drove in two runs apiece
throw home.
struck out four and didn't and was forced at second. to help Ray Fontenot post
Brummer followed walk anyone in the However, Robin Yount his first major leap* vicwith his two-run double nightcap.
and Cecil Cooper both tory. 'Fontenot, making
walked to load the bases his second appearance,
Concrete PetGravel,
for Simmons, who ripped scattered five hits before
sharp single up the mid- he developed a blister on
etc. adle.
FEDERAL
Cooper scored on a his pitching hand and left
MATERIALS
sacrifice fly by Ben with one out in the
4
4111Or 11
seventh after allowing
4 Clglivit
BlueJays6,Rangers 4
three runs, two of them
At Toronto, Buck Mar- unearned.

American League

Brewers, White Sox
play in longest game

• it
c•••

National League

Brock,Strawberry dislodge 'monkeys' by blasting out of slumps
By The Associated Press
It hasn't been the
easiest of Cries for Greg
Brock or Darryl
Strawberry, a couple of
heralded rookies.
But Sunday, they did
some good for
themselves and their
teams.
Both in slumps, they
got the proverbial
monkey off their backs
with game-winning hits
- Brock's three RBI
leading Los Angeles over
Pittsburgh 10-3 and
Strawberry's two-run
homer powering New
York over Houston 7-5.
"It's all mental," said

•-

-

-•••
,.•••
• 4„

Brock, who entered the
game hitting just .219 and
mired in a 4-for-43 slump.
"Is haven't lost any confidence, it's just a little
thing in my swing and I
haven't been able to correct it. Hopefully, the
slump is behind me."
Strawberry, meanwhile, was only 1-for-21
and batting .200 at game
time before providing the
Mets with their winning
runs in the eighth.
"I'm not up there looking anymore,", vowed
Strawberry after his
ninth homer of the
season. "Now., if they
throw me a pitch I can

Calloway County Athletic
Booster Club

hit, I'm going to put it in
the stands."
• Elsewhere in the National League, Montreal
beat Atlanta 7-6,
Philadelphia stopped Cincinnati 2-0, St. Louis turned back San Diego 4-2 and
San Francisco took a pair
from Chicago, 12-8 and 42.
In New York,
Strawberry came
through with his gamewinning homer after
Hubie Brooks led off the
eighth with a single.
Expos 7,Braves6
Tim Raines scored
from third base on Al
Oliver's forceout
grounder in the eighth inning, lifting Montreal
over Atlanta. Raines led
off the eighth with a triple
off reliever Donnie
Moore, 2-1, and scored
one out later when Oliver

beat out a potential
double-play grounder to
the mound.
The Braves rallied
from a 6-3 deficit to tie the
game in the eighth on Bob
Homer's sacrifice fly.
Phillies 2, Reds0
Bo Diaz singled home
the tie-breaking run and
Marty Bystrom and two
relievers combined on a
seven-hitter to lead
Philadelphia over Cinch,.
nati.
Bystrom, 3 -4 ,
developed a blister on a
finger of his pitching
hand, forcing him to
leave the game after five
innings. He scattered
three hits and struck out
seven for his season high.
Ron Reed and Al Holland
preserved the shutout,
with the latter posting his
seventh save.
The Phillies scored

Received a donation of a

1957 Chevrolet
Taking Sealed lids Now - July 15
Men bids to: Wesley County Beard Office
Atteetion - Ted Lovett, Booster Pres.
WO be reed it Feeibell liebeff Weteneelee best, kity
14, 11
We reserve the del* te teflon d bids.

I.K.T. Auto Parts
Come See Us...

We'll fix you up
504 Maple St. *stray
(Acreaskeet tbe First kleibedist Chord)

Weekdays 1-5 Soterdey
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OCCInvitational
needs more golfers
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According to Tournament Director Charlie
Hargrove, things are moving "kind of slow" for
the upcoming Oaks Country Club Men's Invitational.
More golfers are welcome to sign up and participate in the 36-hole tourney,Saturday and Sunday.
The $30 entry fee covers golf and lunch both
days and entries will be accepted through the
OCC pro shop, 753-6454, or by calling Hargrove,
753-8922.
Oaks member Jerry Caldwell will be returning
to defend his 1982 title.

Purcell misses bid
for Swiss Open title
Murray tennis pro Mel Purcell was upset in his
bid for the men's singles title at the Swiss Open
when he fell to eventual champion Sandy Mayer,
Saturday.
Purcell was edged in three sets, 5-7, 6-3, 6-3, by
Mayer in the $100,000 tournament in Gstaad,
Switzerland.
Mayer, seeded fifth, went on to win the title
Sunday, upsetting third-seeded Thomas Smid of
Czechoslovakia,6-0,6-3,6-2.
A crowd of 2,860 attended the Purcell-Mayer
semifinal match.
Purcell had previously ousted tournament
favorite, Jose Higueras of Spain in the quarterfinals.
The Murray native will return to the United
States to compete in the U.S. Pro Championships
in Boston which began today. Purcell is seeded
fifth, Guillermo Vilas is seeded No.l.

CC cross country
meeting scheduled
All Calloway County High School or Calloway
County Middle School boys planning to participate in cross country this fall must attend a
meeting Thursday at 3 p.m. in the CCHS gymnasium.
Physical examinations will be administered at
this time,according to Coach Jim Nix.
Team pictures will be taken at 9 a.m. Saturday,July 23.

Football physicals
scheduled at CCHS
Thursday Calloway County High School will be
conducting physical examinations for all varsity
and freshman football players in the school
cafeteria.
The physicals will be free of charge and will
begin at 5 p.m.

MMS physicals set
A reminder for all Murray Middle School
athletes: according to MMS Principal John
Hina, all participants in the school's athletic program must have a physical examination.
The Murray City School System will be providing free physicals at the Murray Middle
School gym,Tuesday at6 p.m.
Preliminary lab work must be obtained at the
Calloway County Health Center prior to the
physical.

Howe,Jr., breaks five-way tie for MCC title
E. L. (Red) Howe, Jr.,
broke out of a five-man
tie Sunday to win his second men's medal play
championship at the Murray Country Club by two
strokes.
Howe, who was the 1981
medalist in the annual
event, posted a one-overpar 73 yesterday to -go
with his 77 of Saturday for
a 150 total.
When the dust settled
after Saturday's 18-hole
round, Howe, Tom
Muehleman, Larry
Robinson, Johnny
Prichard, Mike Holton
and Al Jones were tied for
the lead with five-overpar 77s.
Finishing second in the
championship flight was
Muehleman with 152,
three strokes in front of
Robinson, Prichard and
Holton, last year's winner. They finished the
two-day, 36-hole tourna-

ment tied at 155.
Robinson was declared
the third-place trophy
winner after his Sunday's
scorecard was matched
with those of Prichard
and Holton, winning with
a par 4 on the fifth hole.
Winner of the first
flight was Bill Bogard
with 158, two strokes
ahead of Eddie Hunt's
and Joe Rexroat's 160s.
One stroke back at 161
was Rick Jones, while
Murray State football
coach Frak•Beamer and
Dave Severns tied at 162.
Hunt was declared the
second-place winner
when his scorecard was
checked with that of Rexroat, winning with a par 5
on the first hole.
In the second flight,
Tommy Fike was the winner with 163, trimming
seven strokes off his
Saturday's score of 85 in
Sunday's play for a 78.

Six-inch putt clinches title
for Hatalsky in Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE (AP)The most important putt
in Morris Hatalsky's life
was only a six-incher, and
it wasn't even the
primary concern of the
31-year-old golfer.
Hatalsky calmly sank
the putt on the second extra hole Sunday,
defeating George Cadle
in a sudden-death playoff
in the $250,000 Greater
Milwaukee Open golf
putt of about 25 feet.
tournament.
He reached the green in
"The last putt didn't
bother me," said three shots after his ball
Hatalsky, whose $45,000 had landed in the right
prize represented only his rough on his drive.
Hatalsky said he gainsecond victory in. eight
years on the tour. "But ed confidence after he
this is easily my biggest salvavged a par on his
ninth hole.
moment on the tour."
"The next thing I knew,
"The pressure was on
the earlier holes," he • I was playing the best
said. "But I felt confident nine holes I've ever
coming in here. I felt that played," he said. "When
if I could be in the runn- the playoff came, I didn't
ing on the last day that I try to do anything different than I had done on
could win."
Hatalsky shot a final- any holes during the tourround 66, six under par at nament. I just played my
the 7,010-yard Tuckaway game."
"I gave- it my best
Country Club course.
Cadle, seeking his first shot," Cadle said. "Mortour victory, shot a clos- ris deserved it."
Hatalsky hit the green
ing 64 and surged into a
tie when Hatalsky about 25 feet away with
bogeyed his final hole in his third shot on the -527regulation. Cadle and yard, par-5 hole.
He had a double break
Hatalsky both finished
with 275, 13-under par for on his putt coming back,
but left the ball about half
72 holes.
Hatalsky set up his win- a foot away.
Cadle had an eight-foot
ning putt with a downhill
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Panthers, Stars collide in championship
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP)
- Bobby Hebert never
felt comfortable, so the
Michigan quarterback
just kept up the pressure
on the Oakland Invaders.
As a result, the Panthers
are on their way to the
United States Football
League's inaugural
championship game.
Hebert passed for one
touchdown and ran for
another while an alert
Michigan defense came
up with four turnovers
yesterday in the Panthers' 37-21 semifinal
playoff victory over the
Invaders.
"When we scored and

This was one stroke in
front of Bob Dunn's 164,
and two in front of Rick
Lamkin with 165. Anthony Fike was next with
166.
Bill Phillips was the
third flight winner with
182, playing consistently
with nines of 46-46-45-45,
and this was three
strokes in front of Rick
Miller and Phil Bryan,
who finished tied at 185.
Dick Orr and Bill Hewlett
tied at 189 for the next
honors.
Rick Miller's par on the
first hole Sunday won him
the second-place trophy
when his scorecard was
checked with Bryan's,
and Dick Orr's par on the
second hole won the
fourth-place award for
him when his scorecard
was matched against Bill
Hewlett's.
The tournament forms
the basis for the fighting

went ahead, 34-14, I final- can't give up. You just Thom Dornbrook.
ly thought we were in con- have to keep taking it to
"If you don't have good
trol," Hebert said. "Still, them."
people up front, you're
I felt we had to watch out
Hebert, the top-ranked not going to get
anywhere," Hebert said.
"In our first five games,I
got sacked 15 times. Now,
in our last 14, I've only
been sacked five times.
Now I know I'm not going
to get hit every time."
The Panthers, who won
the Central Division title
UNITED STATES FOOTBALL LEAGUE
with a 12-6 record and
for turnovers because quarterback in the USFL have now won 12 of the
Oakland could get baCk in despite being a rookie, past 14 games, will play
the game if we made a said the key to his success the Philadelphia Stars in
couple of mistakes.
was the Panthers' offen- Denver's Mile High
"We controlled the ball sive line, a unit built Stadium next Sunday
well without any tur- around veterans Ray Pin- night for the title.
Hebert, who completed
novers after that. You ney, Tyrone McGriff and
18 of 27 passes for 295
yards, hit Anthony Carter
with a three-yard scoring
pass with 11 seconds remauling in the first half
to lift Michigan to a 17-7
halftime advantage.
accepted delivery on the Bardwell said.
Hebert also scored on a
full supply," U.S. AtCannon, a 46-year-old
torney Stanford 0. Bard- dentist, tried to plead one-yard plunge that capped an 80-yard, 11-play
well said Sunday.
guilty to counterfeiting drive in the third period.
Bardwell said he ex- charges at his arraignpected to arrest others ment Saturday evening in
The Invaders, who won
within a few days, in- U.S. District Court.
the Pacific Division with
cluding the person who
a 9-9 regular-season
"I want to make sure record, grabbed an early
printed more than $5
million in bogus $100 bills this is what you want to 7-0 lead on a one-yard
that was seized Saturday. do," said U.S. District sneak by quarterback
The money was found Judge Frank Poloxola, Fred Besana.
buried at two locations, who refused Cannon's
Michigan tied it on its
guilty plea and ivdered
him to return with his next possession when
John Williams ran five
lawyer on July 15.
yards for a TD 1:47 into
Cannon, a Louisiana the second period..
James Williams and State tniveraity AllBemuse, NO. 2 behind
William Williams, the American halfback and Hebert among USFL
Cincinnati businessmen pro football's first passers during the
who are chairman and $100,000 player, was season,completed 22 of 35
general partners in the released on $100,000 per- passes for 258 yards.
club, said an interim sonal recognizance bond.
Lacy was the game's
general manager will be He could not be reached rushing leader with 73
named shortly,
for comment on Sunday.
yards on 14 carries.

putt for par, but rolled it
two feet past the hole and
had to settle for a bogey.
He had birdied five of the
last six holes en route to a
64.
Tied for third place,
one stroke behind the
leaders, were Skeeter
Heath, Payne Stewart
and 1983 Memphis Open
winner Larry Mize.
Richard Zokol shot a
final-round 69 and was at
277, along with Dan Pohl
and Mark Calcavecchia.
Don Pooley, who held a
one-stroke lead after 54
holes, was at 278 with a
final-round 73.
Also at 278 were D.A.
Weibring, Jim Colbert,
Jay Haas and Tze-Chung
Chen.
Haas birdied six of his
first 10 holes of the day to
tie with third-round
leader Pooley early in the
final round. Haas shot a
final-rotmd87.
Wally Armstrong
began the final round in
second place, a stroke
'tpehind Pooley. He finished with a final-round 75,
tied with five others at
280, including defending
champion Calvin Peete.,
who fired a final-round
65.

and pairings for the
club's annual match play
tournament, which will
begin early in August.
The 24th renewal of the
club's annual Men's' Invitational Tournament
will be played July 30-31,
and entries are now being
accepted. Ted Delaney
and David Reeves are the
co-chairmen, and players
wishing to enter may contact either of them at The
Murray Ledger & Times,
753-1918 or 753-1916.
The players and their
scores in the medal play
tournament this past
weekend are:

Reds fire Wagner
CINCINNATI (AP) The Cincinnati Reds said
Monday that, Dick
Wagner has been fired as
pregident arid general
manager of the National
League baseball team.
The announcement by

Bob Billington
8140-171
Secend rho
Tammy Fike
Xi-741U
Bob Dim
M-71-164
Rick Lamkin
84-81-16.5
Anthony Fike
8541-166
Howard Steely
$443-167
Mark Miller
84415-169
Jon Overbey
8841-168
Buddy Parker
8643-169
E W Dauuson
87-05-172
Bob McGaughey
8746-172
Larne Balmer
M44-173
M C Garrott
8541-174
Clayton Hargrove
9047-1T7
Jun Berry
8647-178
Stan Key
86-93-181
Third Flight
Bill Phillips
92-90-112
Rick Miller
93-92-185
Phil Bryan
96-90-11115
Dick Orr
97-92-1119
Bill Heiden
93-96-188
Dwain Gibbs
99-92-191
Roger Haney
9241-191
Larry Clayton
/99-95-194
Ted Delaney
103-94-197
Jerry McCoy
100-97-197
E.K.Stacey
106-101-299
Jerry McCallan
101-113-214
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Tennis

Major League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct. GB
Toronto
46 33
Baltimore
43 36
.544 3
Detroit
43 36
.544 3
New York
43 36
.544 3
Milwaukee
40 341
.513 54
Boston
40 40
500 6'.%
Cleveland
35 46
.432 12
WEST DIVISION
California
44 37
.543 Texas
44 37
.543 Chicago
41 39
.513 261
Kansas City
38 38
.500 3 vi
Oakland
38 45
.456 7
Minnesota
35 49
417 10ki
Seattle
32 52
.381 134
Saturday's Games
Toronto 5, Texas 1
Boston 10, California 3
Chicago I. Milwaukee 3
Seattle 3, Baltimore 2, 10 innings
Oakland 3, Detroit 1
Minnesota 3, Cleveland 2
Kansas City 3, New York 2, 12 innings
Sunday's Games
Detroit 5, Oakland 3
Toronto 6, Texas 4
Baltimore 2,Seattle 0
California 5, Boston 3
Milwaukee 12, Chicago 9
Minnesota 6, Cleveland 4
New York 6, Kansas City it,
Monday's Games
Seattle I M. Mane 0-3) at Boston
0)eda 5-31, in I
Oakland(Baker 3-2 or J. Janes 1-0) at
Baltimore )D.btartinez 4-111. n
California Zahn 54) at Detroit
(Flamm'5-0),(01
Cleveland (Barker 64) at Chicago
Morns 4-61, In)
New York I J. Howell 1-3) at Minnesota(Williams 4-9), n)
Toronto (Gott 5-71 at Kansas City
(Perry 3-10), In)
Milwaukee (Haas 6-21 at Texas
(Smithson 6-7), n
Tuesday's Games
Seattle at Boston,(n)
Oakland at Baltimere. In
California at Detroit,in)

524 Main

Cleveland at Chicago.( n
New York at Minnesota, n
Toronto at Kansas City, I n
Milwaukee at Texas, n )
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct. GB
Montreal
4238
.525 St. Louis
42 40
512 1
Philadelphia
39 38
506 1 iii
Chicago
39 44
.470 4
Pittsburgh
X 43
.456 54
New York
31 52
.373 12‘i
WEST DIVISION
Atlanta
51 32
.614
Los Angeles
48 33
.593 2
San Diego
42 40
512
Houston
42 41
506 9
San Francisco
42 41
.506 9
Cincinnati
36 48
429 12-1
Saturday's Games
Chicago 4,San Francisco 2
Cincinnati 2, Philadelphia I
Houston 7, New York 3
Atlanta 1, Montreal 5, 10 innings
Pittsburgh 3, Los Angeles 0
St. Louis 12,San Diego 4
Sunday's Games
Montreal 7,Atlanta 6
New York 7, Houston 5
Philadelphia 2, Cincinnati 0
San Francisco 10-4, Chicago 6-2
St. Loins 4,San Diego 2
Les Angeles 10, Pittsburgh 3
Monday's Games
Philadelphia Hudson 2-2) at Cincinnati(Berenyi
I 01
Patents (Falcone 7-I) at Montreal
(Burns 3-31,1n
St. Louis (Forsch 6-7) at Los Angeles
)Valentina 441, n )
Chicago (Jenkins 3-4) at San Diego
I VIllitson 24), in)
Pittabiwgh (D. Robinson 1-1) at San
Francisco illreining 6-5),(n)
Only gamesscheduled
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta at Philadelphia, 2,( n
Cincinnati at New York,( n
Montreal at Houston,( n)
Chicago at San Diego,(el)
St. Louis at Los Angeles, n
Pittsburgh at San Francisco. n

NEW YORK (AP) Swedp and France
joinçd Argentina and
Autra1ia in the 1983
Davis Cup semifinals
Sunday as Mats
Wilander crushed New
Zealand's Russell Simpson 6-3, 6-3, 6-2 and
Henri Leconte downed
Francisco Gonzalez of
Paraguay 6-4,6-4, 7-5.
Earlier in the day,
Argentina and Australia
completed sweeps of
their quarterfinal matches as Pat Cash downed Ilie Nastase 6-3, 6-3
and Guillermo Vilas
beat Corrado Barazzuitt
6-3,6-1.

Racing
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. (AP)- Al
Unser Jr. conquered
Pikes Peak Sunday,
driving to a record openwheel division victory
on the Colorado mountain.
Unser covered the
course 11 minutes, 38.30
seconds. Bill Brister
finished second in
11:46.41.

Larry Krouse Insurance

759-9888

THE INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY
OUR NAME HAS CHANGED
BUT WE'RE STILL THE SAME
*Same Friendly Staff
*Same Great Companies
*Same Efficent Service

You May Have Noticed
Our Name Change On Our
Sign At 901 Sycamore
Here Are Just A Few Of The Fine
Cempenies We Represent As Yost
Independent Agent.

Former Heisman Trophy winner
involved in counterfeit scheme
BATON ROUGE, La.
(AP)- Billy Cannon Jr.,
the 1959 Reisman Trophy
winner and Louisiana
football legend, may have
orchestrated a
multimillion-dollar
counterfeiting scheme
because he needed money
fast, a federal prosecutor
speculates.
"We believe he arranged for its production and

Champioratup not
E L Red( Howe. J r
77-73-150
Tom Muehleinan
77-75452
Larry Robinson
77-74-155
John Prichard
T7-78,155
Mike Holton
78-77-156
Ran Villanova
ri-n-155
Robert 13thington
71-79-151
Al Jones
7741.151
Jim Beane
71144-163
Johnny McGige
7945-164
Nick Britt
7946-165
First inkilk
Bill Bogard
88-71-151
Eddie Hunt
82-74103
Joe Retried
410-80•180
RICA Jones
12-79-161
Frank Burner
1042-162
Dave Severna
8141-162
Mark Blankenship
1443-163
Richard Knight
110414-163
Chad Stewart
1040-163
Burton Young
82-11-163
Tim Miller
8242414
David Gallagher
4046-166
John C Querternioua
8343-166
James Lustier
12-416-167
Al Lindsey
83-87-170
Ralph McCuiston
13-40470
James Parker
8347-170
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David King, CLU, and Lindy Suiter
work with the new computer that can
give a complete insurance comparison
for any of our companies in a matter of
seconds.
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Need Any Product Involving
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Dealt,

DEAR ABBY. Please warn your readers that it is very
dangerous, not to mention rude, to enter someone's home
without knocking first.
When my mother comes to visit me (I gave her a key for
emergency use), she just opens my front door and lets
herself in without ringing my bell, knocking or saying a
word. Then she hunts me up. Sometimes I am in the
bedroom dressing, or taking a bath, and when I hear
someone in the house, I'm paralyzed with fright! Mother
will stick her head in the door and give me a cheery hello;
meanwhile. I'm in a state of shock. I do not keep a gun in
the house because I'm afraid I might end up shooting my
mother.
I have even had a date over for a candlelight dinner
and Mother has burst in, having seen a strange car in my
driveway and knowing I was probably entertaining.
I also have a key to my mother's house, but I always
knock and wait for her to let me in.
I think this is a courtesy everyone deserves, don't you?
Any suggestions'?
KNOCK KNOCK

Centre schedules scholars

DANVILLE, Ky. (API, scheduled to address the
The students will take
— Nobel Prize winning students are: Kentucky part in a national telecast
chemist William author James Still, who to be seen over many U.S.
Lipscomb and futurist will read his poetry on Ju- cable systems on July 30.
Gerard O'Neill head a list ly 11; Dr. Nicholas The students, who will be
of scientists, writers, Pisacano, executive in the Louisville studios
business leaders and per- director of the American of WKPC-TV, will talk
By Abigail Van Buren
formers who will par- Academy of Family with and question Dr.
ticipate in the Governor's Practice, who will lead Robert Jastrow, director
Scholars Prograin at students in a discussion of of the Goddard Institute
Centre College during the 'the true scientist is a of Space Studies and a
next four weeks.
humanist" on July 19 and noted physicist and
DEAR ABBY To get right to the point, I am gay, but I
The academic enrich- Dr. Joel Elites, noted writer.
don't like being gay. I want a wife, children and a normal
ment program for 250 neuropharmacologist and
Jastrow will be broadsocial life I also have a career I enjoy greatly (in banking)
high school juniors will be distinguished professor casting from studios at
in which further advancement is impossible if it becomes
in session until Aug. 5.
emeritus at Johns Dartmouth College in
known that I am gay.
Lipscomb, who lived in Hopkins University, who New Hampshire. The
Psychiatrists and other therapists I have gone to have
DEAR KNOCK: Put a safety chain on your door
Lexington, received the will meet with students teleconference will be
tried to help me adjust to my homosexuality rather than
and keep the chain latched while you're inside.
Nobel Prize for on July 22.
broadcast live via
help me to change
chemistry in 1976. He will
Appalachian author satellite over the cable
Abby. adjusting to being homosexual is fine for those
•••
speak on "aesthetic Harry Caudill will lecture network system of ACSNh, have accepted their homosexuality, but I haven't. I
DEAR ABBY: I am planning to get married soon and
aspects of science" July July 24; Raymond Betts, The Learning Channel,
knyw I'd be happier straight. Please help me.
would like to have a big wedding. Do you think it would
21 in Newlin Hall.
UNHAPPY IN HOUSTON
director of the University based in Washington,
be proper for me to wear an orchid tinted bridal gown and
Now the Abbott and of Kentucky Honors Pro- D.C.
veil?
DEAR UNHAPPY: Did you choose to be homoI am 18 years old and a virgin. I know that traditionally
James Lawrence Pro- gram, will discuss
sexual? If so, then you can chocike to be straight.
virgin brides always wear white, but I don't look s good
fessor at Harvard, "humanism in a
But if you have always had erotic feelings for men
in white as I do in orchid.
Lipscomb received a technological age" on Juinstead of women, then face it, you are homosexual,
What do you think?
bachelor's
degree from ly 25; Robert Bell, vice
and even though you may be able to change your
SOUTH BOSTON BRIDE
the University of Ken- president of Ashland Oil,
behauior, you will not be able to change your
tucky in 1941, where he will speak on July 28 and
feelings.
DEAR BRIDE: Every bride who wears a white
was also the recipient of David Jones, chairman of
Some therapists insist that if a homosexual is
bridal gown is not necessarily a virgin. Neither does
the
Sullivan Medallion.
sufficiently motivated, he (or she) can become
the board of Humana,
every virgin wear a white bridal gown.
straight. Maybe so, but the chances are slim.
A clarinetist, Lipscomb Inc., will speak on Aug. 2.
It's your wedding, so wear whatever pleases you.
Marrying and having children may make you
also plans to join the Dot Ridings, president
happier, but what about the other people you in•• •
students at the Scholars of the National League of
DEAR ABBY: Guess what my husband brought me for
volve?
Program in an informal Women Voters, will
Mother's Day'? His mother's dirty laundry for me to do!
"To thine own self be true" — only then will you
musical session during moderate a panel Aug. 1
He
certainly lacks imagination, because that's what I
find true happiness.
the afternoon before his on "women in science
Frances Drake
get for Christmas, Easter and every Sunday.
speech.
•••
and technology."
I,ESS THAN THRILLED IN TUCSON
FOR TUESDAY,
O'Neill, a physics pro- Also scheduled to speak
JULY 12, 1983
*•*
fessor at Princeton whose are poets Wendell Berry
1)EAR ABBY You seem to have an answer for everyWhat
of day will tomorkind
body, now I have a question:
work on space coloniza- and George Ella Lyon
row be? To find out what the
DEAR ABBY: The Saturday before Mother's Day my
My husband passed away recently, and in going through
tion has received interna- and William Lunceford of
stars say, read the forecast
husband handed me a $20 bill and said, "Honey, please
his office drawers, I found a key that has been identified
tional attention, will the Kentucky Higher given for
your birth sign.
buy yourself something for Mother's Day. I never know
by someone at our local bank as a key to a safety deposit
speak July 21.
Education Assistance
what to get you."
box — but not that bank's.
O'Neill's book "2081: A Authority, who will speak
He never knows what to get his own mother for Mother's
ARIES
How do I find out where the safety deposit box is?
Hopeful
View of the on college preparation. (Mar.
Day, either, but a week ago, he handed me a $50 bill and
21 to Apr. 19) TA.
MRS. G.V.H
Human
Future"
was a Hand painted art Feelings stabilize in
asked me to buy his mother a Mother's Day gift.
selection of the Science scored with synthesized romance. Familiar
So, what's the difference between a wife and a mother?
DEAR MRS. V.H.: Inform your attorney about this
haunts are
Book Club of Book-of-the- music will be presented your best bet for good times.
mysterious key and ask for his counsel.
USED TO IT IN JERSEY
Month Club and has been on July 31 at Newlin Hall Inspiration and application
If it is indeed a key to a safety deposit box, it
DEAR USED TO IT: I'd say the difference was
could open up more than you bargained for. So be
translated into foreign by artist-composer Ken- combine favorably.
$30.
prepared.
languages.
neth Jacobs, professor of TAURUS
The public is invited to composition and director ( Apr. 20 to May 20)
both the Lipscomb and of the electronic music You're conscientious and
O'Neill lectures.
studios of the University will accomplish more than
usual at both home and the ofOther speakers of Tennessee.
fice. A special affinity exists.
FAIRVIEW, Ky. API the Reflecting Pool and Fairview because Davis Confederacy it was com- ly, an appearance by the
between you and a family
— The obelisk rises like a the Washington Monu- was born in the area in pleted and dedicated in Ku Klux Klan brings
member.
the
mirage over the treetops ment.
1808. Coincidentally, less 1927 at a cost of $200,000.
GEMINI
site some notoriety, but
of southwestern KenFairview's 351-foot- than a year later and
The pleasures that sur- even Mrs. Birkhead ad(May 21 to June 20
tucky.
high Washington Monu- about 100 miles up the round the monument are mits she never thought
Concentrate on one thing for
But the Jefferson Davis ment look-alike, which road, the Lincolns as simplistic as its much about the monusuccess. Don't scatter
LOS ANGELES (AP) Gates said.
Monument is no figment was built to honor the welcomed their son design. Last year, about ment before she got her
energies. Creative pursuits
— Two veteran police of- Federal agents said
of the imagination. It's president of the Con- Abraham into the world 5,000 people went up the current job.
are favored. Romance is also
ficers and an auto they had been told the of- likely.
really the tallest poured federacy, rises out of at Hodgenville, Ky.
elevator inside the monu"It was just here and mechanic may have ficers
already had receiv- CANCER
concrete cast monument farmlands across U.S. 68 - Davis, who served as a ment to look at the rolling you saw it every day.
in the world and the from The Trad' N'Post in U.S. Representative, farmland and the tiger Like most people around wanted to kill a sex shop ed two shipments of (June 21 to July 22)
Replenish your kitchen cupfourth tallest monument this rural community of senator and Secretary of lilies that bloom here in here, I toolat for granted. employee and collect her automatic weapons.
life insurance to bankroll "The purpose of the board. Stock up on necessities.
in the United States.
175 people.
War before becoming profusion during the sum- It was a place to come for
a gun-running scheme, murder was to recover Intuition brings financial gain.
But what a difference a
The monument first president of the Cori- mer. The monument is a picnic," said Mrs.
authorities
say.
the insurance on the _vie_ Attend to duties cheerfully.
war made.
can be seen sticking federacy, lived here just open only from May to Birkhead, who lives in
Two
the
of
men
were
tim,"
Gates said. "There LEO
The monument to the above the treetops from two years before his October, so those sights nearby Elkton and
who arrested "about three was an indication
they (July 23 to Aug. 221
leader of the victorious about four miles off.
family moved to are not always available. has been superintendent
minutes"
before
they
might
use
the
money
to The proper balance,between
Union Army, Abraham
"People can't believe it Mississippi.
Mrs. Birkhead, who for three years.
were
going
kidnap,
to
further buy illegal workIceand play makes for effiLincoln,.., is located in when they see it. They'll
He returned to the state also operates the
But those who happen drug and murder the weapons,"
ciency and contentment.
he added.
Washington, D.C., facing be coming down the road occasionally, though, at- elevator, offers a short along U.S. 68 between
woman as she left her job Gates said one of the You'll accomplish what you
and see this and say, 'It tending Transylvania audio-visual presentation Bowling Green and at
Venus Faire, an adult men had taken out a set out to do.
can't be.' Everyone has College at Lexington on Davis' life in the Hopkinsville - don't take
bookstore and theater in policy on the woman, who
the same reaction — that before enrolling at the monument giftshop, and the monument for
/7111G
ug.°
23 to Sept. 22 ffP tit•
North Hollywood, Police was not identified. But he ‘
For Family Life
this tall monument is out U.S. Military Academy at there is always picnick- granted when they see it Chief
Insurance that
Daryl Gates said said he could not name You like things orderly and
here in the middle of no West Point, N.Y., and he ing on the 20 acres of park for the first time.
meets today's
Friday. The third man the beneficiary because today you'll take time to get
rid of clutter. Be on the
where," said Lucy visited again after the grounds.
needs and
"It's shocking to see was arrested later at his investigat
ors had not lookout for value at a
tomorrow's goals
Birkhead, superintendent Civil War.
Around Davis' June 3 such a spire rising from home,Gates said.
located the policy.
...check with
reasonable
price.
aso
at the monument which is
Work on the monument birthday, historians come the land," one couple
Scott Revell, owner of Police spokesman Lt. LIBRA
State Farm.
re
now a part of the Ken- started in 1917, and to give talks and there is from Dallas wrote in the
Venus Faire, said the Dan Cooke would say on- (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) .1'Ln
—
tucky Parks System.
through the efforts of the the crowning of a Miss monument guest book.
woman, a 37-year-old ly that the policy was for The emphasis is on friendThe monument is in United Daughters of the Confederacy. OccasionalJose Rodriguez moved mother of three, had "a
large sum." He said ship. You'll both give and
to Morganfield, Ky., 10 worked for him for six he
could not confirm a receive favors from others.
years ago from Mexico months and she "was report
tf
invgepni
.sguihtsours accent relaxby the Los Angeles E
Seabury, Brigance & Kupper, P.S.C.
and was on vacation with shocked" when she learn- Times
that it was for
JAMES C. SEABURY,JR., M.D., F.A.C.S.
his family when they hap- ed of the alleged plot.
pened on the monument.
"I can tell you this," $100
toNov.21) keV
SCO. 23I°
ArIrM
WILLIAM H. BRIGANCE, M.D.
ested were Detec- (OctRP
"You see things like said Gates. "There were tive
You'll
get some helpful
Richard Ford, 43, a
RONALD M. KUPPER, M.D.
this on TV, but I never indications they were go- 16-yea
r veteran of the business advice. Behind-thethought I would see ing to give her drugs to departme
nt; Officer scenes moves pay off careeranything like this here," begin with and then pro- Robert
ANNOUNCE THE ASSOCIATION OF
Vonvillas, 38, a 13- wise. Catch up on work that
Rodriquez said. "I ceed with the murder
year veteran; and Bruce sAG
has prrr
iledAR
up/u
. s
CHARLES W. RANSLER III, M.D.
thought about from that point on.
Edward Adams, 35, who
(Nov.
22
to
Dec. 21)
Washington. I never
"She did not know it operates International
FOR THE PRACTICE OF
knew that this existed."
and she was about three Automotive Repair in Consult with experts about
Call:
UROLOGY,ADULT AND PEDIATRIC
investments. Make plans to
As Mrs. Birkhead said, minutes away from being Chatswort
h,Gates said.
is
friaepnpdraec
faira.ted
Yoautr
Jane Rogers
"It happens every time." murdered," he said.
Investigators learned dance is
club
naatte
Police Internal Affairs of the murder plot shortly
753-9627
meeting.
CHANGIN
G
HEM
Division officers began before it was to be car- CAPRICOR
AT
N
201 S. 6th
When changing the investigating the three ried out,Gates
said.
220 LONE OAK ROAD
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) V
hem on a skirt or men last month after be- Ford and
Adams were It's a good time to finalize a
PADUCAH,KENTUCKY 42001-4496
children's pants, cover lag tipped by the U.S. waiting in a van
outside business deal. Be a good
the line made by the Alcohol, Tobacco and the Venus Faire
when in- listener and offer your enprevious seam with a Firearms Division that ternal affairs n- couragement to a loved one.
i
sewn -on piece of the two officers put- vestigators
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
arrested Loyalty counts now.
TELEPHONE:442-3539
decorative braid or rib- portedly were involved in them,Gates said.
AQUARIUS
bon.
a gun-running scheme, Gates said he believes (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
no one else was in on the Loved ones revise plans
together for mutual satisfacalleged conspiracy.
tion. Legal affairs are
favored. Solicit help for a
work project.
PISCES
(Feb.19to Mar.20) )(Q
.
BARBOURVILLE, Ky. You're catapulted to the
(AP) — Kentucky State limelight today. Career
Even though they may look alike.
Wolice have confiscated chances are to your liking.
some electrical appliances cost
another $2.5 million of Hard work done in the past
much more to operate than others.
marijuana in raids on pays off now!
Next time you purchase a inalor home
appliance, look for the yellow and black
Knox County fields, br- YOU BORN TODAY are
ENERGYGUIDE label It will give you the
inging the value of mari- versatile, entertaining and inesomated energy cost for operating the
juana seized in weekend clined to scatter your
spoisance and will allow you to compare
Jim Gilson (Thumper)
raids there to more than energies. You're a good comthe energy costs of similar models
municator and would make a
$4.5
Although the initial pr$ce of an energymillion.
& Teresa Gilson
efficient product may be somewhat higher,
Officers seized about good writer, performer,
it may save you money over the long run
'Tune-Ups
2,800 plants in a field in salesman, publicist or
with lower operating costs
the Wright Fork area, 15 reporter. You're happier in
*Brake Work
.9e7
miles south of Barbour- the arts and professions than
*Engine Overhaul & Repair
in business. You have a flair
ville, on Saturday, said
for design and will make a
*Foreign Cars All
Sgt. Charles Elliott oijhe success
• of any creative
the Harlan state police endeavor. Learn to do your
BRAKE SPECIAL
Post.
Incised*,Irak* Pods,Turning Tito
own thing and you'll become
On Friday, police seiz- known for your inimitable
Rotors Si Pocking Tito Whool
ed 2,250 plants, with a style; BirthditcoP. Bill Cosby,
(Foe Mon Anseicasi Coes •• Furness Can SAgistiy Higine)
street value of about $2 comedian; Vin Cliburn„
million, from four fields pianist; and Oscar Hamabout
merstein II, lyricist.
five miles away.
•

Gay Man Feels the Road To
Success Lies Straight Ahead

Your Individual
Horoscope

Monumentserves as tribute to Confederate president

Veteran police, mechanic
suspected in gun scheme
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Appliances are not created equal

JULY
SPECIALS

Gilson
Auto
Repair

410 So. 4th St.
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Four-point pork program recommended to boost current market
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An aggressive fourpoint program to lift the
hog market out of its current crisis was developed
by an emergency task
force of the National Pork
Producers Council, and
will be recommended to
NPPC's Executive Committee within days.
The "Pork Four" program will study four
critical factors which the
task force identified as
having impact on the current hog market. The
task force recommended
NPPC:
• Evaluate and adjust
the retail spread, and
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move more tonnage.
• Build industry confidence in the live hog
market.
• Promote pork for profit.
• Promote the survival
of cost efficient producers.
In adjusting the retail
price spread and moving
more tonnage, the task
force recommends a
cooperative program between NPPC, retailers,
and packers to agressively feature pork this fall
when hog numbers are
expected to increase.
Wayne Walter, NPPC

Congress steps up
soil-erosion efforts
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By BOB FICK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Congress is stepping up
efforts to curb erosion
that is destroying the productivity of millions of
acres of fertile U.S.
farmland.
"The hard reality is
that we are still losing
more soil than we can afford, and something more
must be done if we are to
avoid a dangerous situation in future years for
this country and for the
world," says Rep. Ed
Jones, D-Tenn.
In the House, where
Jones heads the
Agriculture conservation
subcommittee, legislation is being pushed to improve current conservation programs by both increasing financial support for and removing
unintended penalties
against farmers employing anti-erosion practices.
That bill also includes
the provisions of a 'Pending Senate proposal barring federal price support
protection for any commodities grown on
previously unplowed land
that is highly susceptible
to erosion.
Senate Majority
Leader Howard Baker,
R-Tenn., has pledged
floor action no later than
September on the Senate
plan, known as the "Sodbuster bill." If possible,
Baker said, the bill,
which has garnered overwhelming Senate support
in the past, could come to
a vote in the next month.
"The federal government," said Sen. Jesse
Helms, R-N.C., chairman
of the Agriculture Committee, "should not be in
the business of subsidizing agricultural production on lands having the
potential for soil erosion
problems reminiscent of
the Dust Bowl days."
Annual soil erosion in
excess of 5 tons per acre
— the maximum acceptable rate set by the Soil
Conservation Service —
is already occurring on
nearly a quarter of the
413 million acres of land
now devoted to crop production. And soil loss
through erosion is running in excess of 15 tons on
nearly 25 million acres.
An inch of topsoil weighs
about 150 tons.
But a number of
organizations are worried that as much as 248
million acres of extremely fragile land now
devoted to noncrop uses
could be tilled in coming

market conditions, industry trends, and individual producer's
marketing plans. This
data would then be used
to analyse live hog prices
and predict future supply.
"One of the producers'
main weaknesses is a
lack of confidence in the
market information
available to him. A program that instills that
confidence would have a
profound impact on the
psychology of producers," said Walter.
Walter acknowledged
that aggressive

marketing programs
would be a new area for
NPPC, but one that is
vital to pork producers.
"The last few years
have shown us that we
must get our industry
under control. We must
develop some discipline
and we must do it
ourselves. And that's
where the council comes
in, to provide these services to its members who
support the checkoff,"
stated Walter.
The task force also
recommended that all
programs be evaluated
and additional emphasis

•

so that overall government index for fresh fruit
prices during May stood
5.7 percent below the
same time a year ago.
But from April to May,
fresh fruit prices rose 3
percent and "retail
prices are expected to
continue to rise
throughout the summer,"
the summary said.
At the same time, the
government index of the
prices fruit producers are
getting at the market in
June stood 27 percent
below a year earlier and 4
percent lower than in
<Ale
May.
Only slow movement of
frozen concentrated
orange juice will keep
prices for that product
steady this summer, the
summary said.
According to USDA,
per capita consumption
of fruit during 1982 was
just over 215 pounds, only
slightly higher than for
1981.
Supplies of canned fruit
during 1983-1984, the summary said, will likely be
smaller then during 19821983, mainly because of
the reduced clingstone
peach crop.
But larger than normal
stocks of frozen fruits in

cold storage should mean
adequate market supplies of those items
despite the reduced
cherry crops.
The department, in its
first estimate for 1983,
also forecast U.S. contract production of
tomatoes for processing
at 14.4 billion pounds, 249
million pounds more than
a year ago.
Although land being
devoted to contract produciion is down 5 percent
from last year, increased
yields are expected to offset that, USDA said.

Rural ,homeowners in
Calloway and Marshall
Counties who need to fix
up their homes may be
eligible for financing
from the Farmers Home
Administration.
Ronald W. Nelson,
FmHA county supervisor, said that in addition to financing new
homes, the agency also
has funds available to
families who may not
need, or cannot afford, a
new house.
FmHA also makes
loans to remove health or
safety hazards from
homes owned by'low in-

come and elderly
families, the federal official pointed out.
Nelson said that income is the key to the
type of assistance
available through
Farmers Home. If income is very low,a repair
loan may be used to
remove health hazards —
such as repairing roofs,
providing sanitary water
and waste disposal
systems, installing storm
doors and screens, insulating homes and
upgrading electrical wiring.
He said the families

with someivhat higher income might consider the
above, but also may want
to bring their property up
to federal minimum property standards. They
also may qualify for an
additional bedroom or
kitchen, or other modernization.
Eligibility rules also require applicants to own
and live in a home or on a

—IF
1111
Purina

farm, in the open country, or in a town with less
than 20,000 population.
Also, the applicant must
be unable to obtain credit
from a regular conunercien lender.
More information may
be obtained at the FmHA
county office located at
104 N. 5th St., Murray, or
by calling 753-4)162.
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Busy
Shis with
Fieldwork?

CALL US!
We know this is a real busy time for all
of you. Well, were ready to help you
with fast bulk or bag delivery of
complete rations and health
products for your livestock. Just give
us a call.
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Product Description

Sale Price

Sliced Apples BO'
Blackberries 5***
Black Raspberries 50—
Cultivated Blueberries 200"
Wild Blueberries 15*" '
Dark Sweet Cherries 300'
Dark Sweet Cherries 50— OF
Red Tart Cherries 300'
Red Tart Cherries 50" OF
Mixed Fruit 20*— 10F
i N W Fruit Medley 12.1." I.OF .
I Sliced Peaches 300'
Shoed Peaches 50— IQF
- Pineapple Chunks 2i 5*— IOF
Red Raspberries 5.0—
;Large Whole Strawberries 200- 10F
Calif SI Strawberries 30'
0
!Calif SI Strawberries 6''.-**
.
1 Apple Juice 24.- 12 oz —
Cranberry Juie 2412 oz •
Grapetruit Juice 24/12 oz ••
• Grape Juice 24 l 12 oz •
Lemonade 24, 12 oz •
Orange Juice 24 ,-6 oz —
Orange Juice 24 1 12 oz —
Asparagus Cuts 8 Tips 100 I OF
Cut Green Beans 12-2 a
Baby Lima Beans 122' a
Fordhook Lima Beans 122' a •
Broccoli Cuts 12 20
Broccoli Spears 12.20
Brussel Sprouts 12,2*
Sliced Carrots 12 20
— Cauliflower 12 2*
Cob Corr, 12,4 Cl
Whole Kernal Corn 12 2 P
Breaded Mushrooms 2 '50
Fancy St. Mushrooms 2 5*
Garden Peas 122H*
Whole Leaf Spinach 12 3.
Mixed Vegetables 12.2 :-*
Lenders Bagels 24 -'6
Sarah Lee Pound Cake 12'12 oz
French Fries 12/20
Shoestring Freno• Fries 12 2001
Potato Puffs 12.2*
Thomas English Muffins 12-12
—
Breaded Onion Rings 8.2"
Pizza Slices Cheese 60-3 oz
French Bread Pizza 24 5 oz
Soft Pretzels. 100 - 2': oz
Regular Waffles 12 19 oz
'Sugar Added
••kin C....n.a.

I

_

5 50
550
645
23 35
21 15
26 00
6 05
26 20
655
19 25
17 85
19 75
550
10 40
760
22 20
30 45
760
17 90
29 75
1480
16 10
11 25
11 90
20 40
17 20
19 45
24 05
26 00
17 45
19 10
17 75
1550
19 35
13 10
20 95
14 30
13 25
16 55
15 55
21 55
15 55
15 85
12 95
10 10
14 00
1685
15 55
14 60
13 35
10 85
13 50

Total Amt.

I
/
,
1

,

i

I

,

104

TOTAL AMOUNT

Sales tax in Va
ORDER MUST BE
PICKED UP ON.
JULY 17
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Satisfaction Guaranteed
Buy in hulk and you ..an enloy Farm Fresh fruits and vegetables at intlation-fighting prices All
products are top qual,fy fresh picked and Quick frozen for natural taste

10F Moans Individually Quick Frozen
AdvanCed Orders only-Payment with order

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.
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Ronald W. Nelson has
been named Farmers
Home Administration
supervisor for Calloway
and Marshall Counties.
He replaces Carter D.
Russell who assumed the
County Supervisor's
duties at the Mayfield
(KY)FmHA office.
The local appointment
was made by Kendell
Seaton, State Director of
---FmHA, headquartered in
Lexington.
Nelson is a native of
Marshall County, receiving his degree from Murray State University in
1962. He has been
employed by FmHA for
13 years. He and his wife,
Joyce, are transferring
into Murray from
Marion. They plan to
reside in the Murray
area.
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Frozen Fruit & Vegetable

Working harder because you are.

,

or

Southern States

Buchanan Feed And Se

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

task force are: Bill
Goette, NPPC Vice President, MN; Chuck
Bjustrom, NPPC Executive Committee, IA;
Tom Miller, NPPC Board
of Directors, AZ; Bill
Buller, former NPPC
President, SD; and Russ
Jeckel, Illinois producer.
Wayne Walter, NPPC
President, KS, serves as
chairman.
The recommendations
of the task force will now
be presented to the NPPC
Executive Committee fof
approval. Implementation is expected to begin
as soon as possible.

Nelson
named
supervisor

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Agriculture Secretary
John Block, grappling
with a costly but increasingly ineffective farm
program, is not expecting
BIG `CABBAGE — Tommie Turner (left) and
this week's "agricultural Lisa Lovett show a three-pound one-ounce cabbage
summit meeting" to pro- grown on the farm of James and Jackie Cassity, Rt.
duce an immediate solu- 7. The Cassitys have grown several large cabbages.
tion.
But Block is looking to
the scores of officials
representing the full
spectrum of agricultural
interests to provide some
general concepts on the
future direction of federal
farm policy

AO I

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
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tie help trom time to
time. Many are also the
victims of land and equipment devaluation which
rob them of their equity.
Under the task force's
recommendations, NPPC
would encourage lenders
to give to give careful
consideration to those
operations that appear
basically sound, and to offer short reprieves in
times of economic stress.
The emergency task
force was appointed with
thte approval of the NPPC
Board of Directors
following its meeting in
mid-June. Serving on the

Block working
with program

Homeowners may be eligible for loans

•

be placed on those programs that have a direct
impact on producer profit. There is a change in
producer attitudes according to the latest poll
of 110,000 producers. For
the first time marketing
the live hog has become
the most critical problem
according to the survey.
The final recommendation of the task force
seeks to develop a survival plan to help cost efficient pork producers
survive the hog crisis.
Walter said many
operations are basically
sound, but just need a lit-

Fresh fruit prices continue to rise

WASHINGTON (AP)—
Americans, after reducyears as an increasing ing their fresh fruit conworld population makes sumption last year amid
greater demands on the rising prices, can expect
food production system.
larger and cheaper supBoth the House and plies this summer, but
Senate bills target that the price is rising again,
land for preservation by Agriculture Department
denying any federal analysts say.
financial benefits to
That improved supply
farmers bringing it into outlook, however, has
production. While not sent producer returns
necessarily halting crop falling with no immediate
production on highly- improvement in sight.
fragile lands., it would
"Fresh market supeliminate government in- plies of summer fruit,
centives to plow them.
particularly nectarines,
But the House plan also freestone peaches,
calls for changes in the Bartlett pears and plums,
current soil conservation will be moderately to
program that Jones sharply larger than last
hopes will significantly year," the analysts said
curtail soil losses on land Thursday in their bimonthat's been in production thly evaluation of the
for years.
fruit industry.
Part of it revives the
"Although retail prices
concept of the two- of fresh fruit have risen
decade-old soil bank. The steadily since February,
House proposal would ... these ample fresh supgive farmers partial plies, plus significant repayments for conserva- mauling citrus supplies,
tion expenses when they are expected to keep
agree to take highly most fresh fruit prices
erosive cropland out of below year-earlier
rof
-neielit," the summary
seven years. It also gives forecast.
them a yearly rental
Lower prices forapples
payments to cover lost and oranges have offset
profits from idling the rising costs of bananas,
land.
according to the analysts,
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President and chairman
of the task force, said
strong consumer demand
and pork featuring
automatically Mean
lowering the retail spread
and improving the
psychology of the
market.
To build confidence in
the live hog market, the
task force recommended
developing a producer
market information service and building a producer data base to support that service.
In theory the service
would accumulate information on current
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Scientific research study reveals VDTs do not damage vision
WASHINGTON(AP)—
There is no scientific
evidence that the video
display terminals used by
millions of workers
damage vision, but poor
quality equipment and
bad workplace design can
contribute to eye discomfort, says a National
Academy of Sciences
study released today.
The two-year study by
the academy's National
Research Council concluded that it is "highly

improbable" that radiation from the televisionlike VDTs contribute to
the development of blinding cataracts.
Labor organizations
and others have expressed concern that continued
exposure to radiation
from the terminals eventually could lead to
cataracts — the clouding
of the transparent lens of
the eye.
The panel cited studies
of animals and humans

indicating that
the
levels of radiation required to produce
cataracts are thousands
to millions of times
higher than the levels
emitted by VDTs."
"We find no scientifically valid evidence
that occupational use of
VDTs is associated with
increased risk of ocular
diseases or abnormalities, including
cataracts," the report
said.

The experts said radia:- not investigate other
tion emission tests on new areas of concern with
VDT eqUipment should be VDT use,including potencontinued to assure com- tial effects on reproducpliance with product safe- tive organs or the fetuses
ty standards. However, it of pregnant workers.
The report noted that
said, routine radiation
surveys of equipment more than seven million
already in the workplace Americans used VDTs in
do not appear warranted. their work in 1980, and the
The study, commission- number is going up rapided by the National In- ly. As VDTs increase in
stitute for Occupational use, so do worker comSafety and Health,
.
primarily addressed
visual problems and did

plaints of blurred vision,
tired eyes, headaches,
muscular aches and
stress, it said.
The panel said it would
be "premature" to impose mandatory standards for equipment
design or for limiting
workers' time at the
machines. Because the
technology is changing so
rapidly, putting rigid

By GEORGE CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
The pendulum seems to
be swinging -- both in
court and in the growth of
Protestant and Jewishrun schools• alongside
Catholic-run schools —
toward allowing some
kind of tax consideration
for parents who finance
them.
Both backers and opponents saw such a swing
in last week's U.S.
Supreme Court decision
upholding a Minnesota
law permitting some tax
deductions for costs of
children's education.
While the condoned tax
relief applies to expense
both at private or public
schools, opponents say it
"opened the floodgates"
to aiding church-run
schools. But supporters
say it enhances freedom

of educational choice.*
W. Melvin Adams, executive secretary of
Americans United For
Separation of Church and
State, says the decision
will foment widened efforts for such tax breaks
for church schools across
the country,and adds:
"Those of us who value
church-state separation
must gird for battle in
every state."
Leaders of expanded
Protestant and Jewish
schools, along with
Catholic leaders, contend
the decision does not involve the state in religion,
but gives more balanced
consideration of parents,
whatever schools they
select.
The decision is a
"significant victory for
increased parental rights
in elementary and secon-

Pendulum swi,n* gs in court, schools

EPA to regulate arsenic pollution
WASHINGTON )AP) —
The Environmental Protection Agency, working
under a court-imposed
deadline, is set to issue
the first government
standards to reduce
arsenic pollution, which
is linked to lung and skin
cancer.
William Ruckelshaus.
the agency's. new administrator, is said to see
the new standards as an
opportunity to test his
policy of weighing the
risks of pollution against
the costs of reducing the
hazards.
Accordingly, the EPA
has drafted less stringent
standards that will save
industry- millions of
dollars and prevent the

possible closing of a copper smelting plant in
Ruckelshaus' home state
of Washington, accdrcling
to EPA officials who
spoke on condition they
would not be named.
Critics have already
begun their attack on the
standards, which have
been developed against
today's court deadline.
David Doniger, an attorney with the Natural
Resources Defense Council, said the emission
levels in the proposed
standards would allow
too high a risk of cancer.
"If you have a choice of
closing a particular plant
or leaving people around
the country at extremely
'high risks of cancer, then

what are you going to
do?" he asked. "We
believe the high cancer
risks are unacceptable."
EPA officials said
Ruckelshaus was concerned that stricter rules
might force Asarco Inc.
to close a major copper
smelter in Tacoma,
Wash. The less stringent
proposal is likely to save
the plant's 600 jobs, they
said.
The chemical was
declared a hazardous air
pollutant in June 1980,
when EPA officials cited
studies showing a strong
link between arsenic exposure and skin and lung
cancer.
Under federal law,
EPA had 180 days to pro-

pose standards to raduee
arsenic pollution. When
the deadline continued to
slip, New York state filed
suit in an attempt to
reduce arsenic emissions
from glass plants in nearby New Jersey. A federal
judge gave EPA until today to propose regulations.
EPA officials said that
while the agency will
recommend less stringent standards, it will
seek public comment on a
variety of control options.
In this way, Ruckelshaus
hopes to prompt more
public debate on which to
base his final decision,
which will not come for
several months.
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Turner 2%

Turner

10 Lb. White

Milk

Ice Milk

Potatoes

99

/1 2 $109

ii

/
1
2 Gal.

'
31

Gal.

Whitteny Chum Salmon 153
/
4 oz. $1.29

Yellow Onions 5 lb. 89'
Parkay

Richtex

Margarine

Shortening

lIb.46

99

42 oz. can

Tennessee Pride

Totino

Sausage

Pizza

1 491

Prelate Pink

Salmon

96'

$1 69

Assorted Variety

Hot or Mild 1 lb.

Gatorade 32 oz. Orange or Lime 69'

153/4 OZ.

Turner Milk Gal. $2.19

Field Pro-Leaguer

Showboat

Paramount Hamburger Dill

Wieners

Pork & Beans

Pickles

98

12 oz.

15 oz. can

84

29

32 oz.

Koehler Town House 1 Lb. $1.29

Reelfoot Bologna 1 lb. $1.29
Martha White

Stokley Tomato

Meal

Sauce

79

5P1

5 b.

Pepsi
Mt. Dew
• or
Diet Pepsi

standards in place too "are not now justified."
soon might stifle imBut the group said
provements, it said.
many of the problems of
visual discomfort
The study group, which reported by workers
included ixperts in eye could be overcome imcare, psychology, video mediately if current
technology and occupa- knowledge about VDT
tional health, said pre- technology, workplace
sent information in- arrangement and how to
dicates large-scale design jobs with workers
studies of cataracts In mind is put into pracamong VDT workers tice.

Hi-Dri

Towels Jumbo Rolls

98'

dary educatio,n," says
Robert L. Smith, executive director of the
Council for American
Private Education.
The council, started 10
years ago, includes 10
Protestant and Catholic
groups of schools, which
have mushroomed
among Protestants so
that they now run almost
as many of them as
Catholics do.
Smith says the decision
improves prospects for
some type of tax-credit
legislation and is a step
toward "opening up
greater educational opportunities to all
American families with
school-age children" in
choosing their schools.
'Any' monopoly
becomes decadent," says
Rabbi Wolfe Kelman, executive secretary of the
Rabbinical Assembly;
representing Conservative Judaism. It opposed any tax aid to other
than public schools until
1979, but changed then to

support it.
Similar shifts have occurred in some Protestant circles.
Kelman, welcoming the
court decision, said it will
encourage a growing
movement toward
development of alternative schools both in
Judaism and other communities, preferring
schools that include
religious elements.
Such elements have
been banned since 1962-63
in public schools.
James M. Dunn, executive director of the
Baptist Joint Committee
on Public Affairs, says
the new court decision
departs from efforts to
-hold the line on churchstate separation."
But Msgr. Daniel F.
Hoye, general secretary
of the U.S. Catholic Conference, says the decision
shows that "not all tax
relief -measures to help
parents educate their
children are per se unconstitutional.".

Many things in life
go without saying
RIDGEFIELD, Conn.
( AP) — It goes without
saying, but here goes
anyway...
The biggest bores wear
the biggest knots in their
ties and collars a different color from the
shirt.
Clients leaving the $50
win windows at a race
track rarely count their
swag.
The Cheaper the ballpoint pen, the longer it
lasts and the better it
writes.
,.,-In New Guinea's startl- By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
ingly apt pidgin.English,
the bishop of Port ticket agents always have
Moresby is referred to as the shortest lines; ditto
airline check-in atten"No.I Heaven Pigeon."
Historians now say it dants.
In the "Lady Chatwas the booze, not lack of
terley's
Lover" obscenity
worlds to conquer, that
sent Alexander the Great trial, the Crown summed
to an early grave. He died up its case to the jury
four months short of his with this moot point: "Is
it a book which you would
33rd birthday.
want your wife or serNo wonder pandas are vants to read?"
an endangered species.
Opening paragraphs of
The female is in the mood magazine or newspaper
for love only three days a articles that contain the
year.
words "quintessential"
According to New York or "symbiosis" are for
Sanitation Commissioner me also the closing
Norman Steisel, ''f you paragraphs.
gathered
th
in one laCe all
Yankee Stadium needthe garbage collected in a ed Billy Ball back like it
single day in New York,it needs those pillars behind
would make a pile 20 home plate that used to
stories high stretching obscure the view from
from Times Sqilltre to some of the best seats.
Herald Square and from
For two' decades now
the 'tast River to the the occupants of BuckHudson." Unfortunately, ingham Palace have prothe architects beat the vided more grist for the
garbage collectors to the mills of the gossip columjob.
nists than the tenants at
The quickest way to get 1600 Pennsylvania Ave.
a rap in the mouth is to
Anyone who says "I
reach out and touch so- didn't get up here to
meone.
make a speech" did and
The slowest railroad does.

mulliganstew

Don't Confuse The Doctor
Ask Him to Call Byron At
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For Your Best Prescription
Service At The Lowest I'rices
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Turnaround in nursing home cases reported
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NURSING SCHOLARSHIPS — Kathy McCallon (second from left) and June
Cunningham (second from right), both of Murray, were named recipients of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's nursing scholarshipa. The two $1,000
scholarships are awarded to senior nursing majors at Murray State in an agreement that the recipients will work two full years at MCCH. Awarding the
scholarship were Bonne Pierce (left), director of nursing at MCCH, and Stuart
Poston, hospital administrator.

Ultralights popularity hits new high
LOttISKILLE, Ky. out of college."
(AP) — Go-carts have Corey was piloting a 60sprouted wings and en- year-old surgeon, Dr.
chanted more than 30 Jef- B.J. Schoo, who was colferson Countians and 500 lecting on a Father's Day
times that many people gift from his daughter.
across the country.
The doctor's opinion: "I
Weighing no more.than thought it was fantastic. I
a large person at 250 honestly don't think my
pounds, contraptions of blood pressure went up
Dacron, aluminum tubes two points."
and steel cables get their Schoo said he'd congo-power from 35- sider taking up ultralight
horsepower engines.
flying as a hobby "if I had
And they get their ap- a little more free time."
peal from the If Schoo had time to fly
mythological days of more, he'd probably
Icarus and Daedalus, discover the ultralights
when man first tried to are easy to manuever.
fly.
Novices don't need, a
The ultralight planes license and can learn to
that are increasing in fly in a few hours. The
popularity put that Federal Aviation Addream in closer reach for ministration doesn't reseveral reasons: quire certification for a
Ultralights are inexpen- single-seat ultralight. A
sive, easy to fly and two-seater must be
maintain and fun.
registered, labeled as exPatterned after hang perimental and have a
gliders, the ultralights licensed pilot at the concan be-seen floating over trol stick.
Louisville and southern Less than 50 feet of flat
Indiana most evenings ground is all the length an
when the winds are down. ultralight needs for
Pilot Bob Corey plays takeoff. To get an
host to many ultralight ultralight to the
fans who gather at his neighborhood pasture, an
large pasture east of Mid- owner only needs to strap
dletown.
the disassembled vehicle
On a recent night, there to a car-topped carrier.
were six students practic- Most owners do their own
ing ground-training exer- repair and service.
cises such as "crow- Some owners estimate
hopping" — short air- an ultra light can be
borne hops across the operated at $2 an hour,
field — and "wheelbar- compared to $10 for a conrows" — lifting rear ventional private plane.
wheels off the ground.
Most cost between $4,000
Tony McNeil, a Fair- and $6,000. Ultralights,
dale construction worker, like lawn mowers,
said he saw ultralights on operate on a mix of
a television show and regular oil and gas and
became interested. Matt average 30 miles to the
Coleman, an Eastern gallon.
High School sophomore, Todd Hardy of
said he plans to earn a Ultralights Unlimited in
commercial pilot's Mount Washington said
license "by the time I'm most of his customers are

"older guys, a lot of them
vets," who like to fly but
can't afford to buy and
keep up a regular light
plane.
'Private flying has gotten so expensive, it's
pretty much out of the
reach of the average person," Hardy said. He has
been selling planes built
by Rotec Engineering
since last November.
Hardy said his company
plans to offer training by
a licensed pilot based at
Samuels Field in Bardstown.
About 30 manufacturers have produced
types of ultralights. Mike
Loehle, owner of
Ultralight Flying
Machines of Kentucky, _
builds and packages a •
plane in kit form in a shed
at E.P. "Tom" Sawyer
State Park in Louisville.
The Louisville area offers
about a half-dozen
ultralight dealers.

•

the assistant attorney seaute the two,she said.
ed $10,000.
With the exception • of general whose principle
Despite the difficulty in
one case — a sexual- responsibility is to handle prosecuting abuse cases
is
assault conviction — each cases of abuse in nursing and the long investigaof the convictions took at homes.
tions, Beshear is pleased
But it will likely be six with the progress Kenleast a year. And they
came from among about months or more before tucky has made.
con
40 cases that have been the, attorney general's of"I think we've earned
referred to the Medicaid fice determines if it has their (nursing home inFraud Control Unit since enough evidence to pro- dustry) respect," he said.
it was created in June
1980.
"That's one of the
things that the general
puklic doesn't really
understand," Beshear
said. The abuse and
neglect cases "are very
difficult, complex and
take a long time to put
together.
"People sometimes get
in a hurry and want to see
results fast," he said.
"People think nothing of
(medical) malpractice
cases taking five years,
but for some reason if a
nursing home abuse case
takes a year and a half
there tends to be
criticism."
And even though Kentucky is now a leader in
gaining convictions,
Plymale contends that a
Medicaid -fraud unit
shouldn't be judged solely
on the number of convictions. That's because prosecution is so difficult, he
We took the shape of your body and made it the shape
said.
To prosecute, Plymale
of our spa. There is no spa like a Hydro-Spa K2. Our
said his office has to prodesign's feature beds, seats and lounges that are
ve that the negligence
scientifically sculptured to cradle your entire body. The
violated accepted
hydro-jet system and millions of forced air bubbles
medical standards — that
it was,in fact, criminal.
massage your body like a thousand gentle thumbs.
"It's a very difficult
May be used for hot therapy or as a cool pool for year
thing for us to document
round fun. 13 models and a variety of colors to choose
ourselves," he said. "And
from.
you can imagine the difficulty for a jury. It's a
Now Taking Orders In Murray
real judgment call."
Martin and Laura Godfrey
Kentucky currently has
six more investigations
under way, two of which
are "really horrendous,"
said Nancy Barrickman,

Call 753-3488
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BUYS!

ON THESE DRAPERIES.

You save more
than $20 when
you buy this

EUREKA
Upright vac.

SALE 8.99
pr. 50x84'

SAVE TIME!
SAVE ENERGY!
with these
work-saving features:

Textured
dobby weaves.

•Excluslv• 4-way
Dial-A-Napa carpet height
adjustment positions the
vac to clean from low
naps to hibh shags.
•Power-ddven 12 beater
bar loosens dirt and
sweeps It Into the cleaner.
•Large capecIty, top-fliling
disposable dust bag is
clog-resistant, keeps
suction strong.
@Edge Meaner* for wall-towall cleaning.

Reg. $18. Energy
saving draperies are
a machine washable blend.
of polyester and acrylic.
Self-lined with a polyester
non-woven backing to add
body and insulation. Subtle
stripe available in Cinnamon,
Dk. Toast, and Natural.
100 x 84"
Reg. $50 Sale 24.99
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DUAL EDGE KLEENER

above the floor
tool set

The Worksaver! From Eureka
NIOT $119" NOT'99"

BLITZED!

$7995

Model 1425
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Add A Touch Of
Comfort To Your Home
With
Hydro-SpaK2
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Kentucky Purchase -Area Hag Market
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Chicago desegregation slow
CHICAGO (AP) — A study was to be part of
secret study concludes the board's progress
that thousands of minori- report to U.S. District
ty students remain in Judge Milton I. Shadur in
segregated schools April.
because the Chicago
Board of Education "As far as I know, they
hasn't actively recruited didn't use anything that
them for,its voluntary we did," Crain said.
The report found that 82
desegregation program.
The study, commission- percent of Chicago's
ed by the school board in black students are in allJanuary and presented in black schools, and oneMarch, reported that sixth of the Hispanic
Chicago schools "have students are in overnot moved fast enough" crowded, racially
to desegregate under a isolated schools.
voluntary plan agreed to Benjamin Williams,
with the Justice Depart- associate superintendent
of the board's Office of
ment in 1980.
The $10,000 study was Equal Educational Opnever made public, but portunities, said the
details were published to- report was not released
day by the Chicago Sun- because "this system has
a number of consultants
Times.
"I wouldn't say they ac- come in, and (their
complished nothing, but studies) aren't made
they didn't do anywhere available. We do assure
near as much as they people (that) managecould have," said Robert ment is using the inCrain, one of the three formation we have gained."
authors of the report.
Crain, a social science The report says
researcher at John Chicago school
Hopkins University and desegregation lags
the author of four books behind other large cities
on the effects of school with comparable minoridesegregation, said in an ty populations, including
Interview from his Detroit, Cleveland, New
Baltimore home that the York and Philadelphia

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The Washingtonbased National Association of Attorneys General
reports that Kentucky
has prosecuted almost
one-fourth of he total
cases of nursZg home
abuse or neglect cases
handled nationwide since
1981.
That constitutes a
dramatic turnaround for
the state, which just three
years ago had never prosecuted a Kentucky nursing home for abuse or
neglect, even though in
some cases patients had
died.
"We're quite proud,"
said Richard Plymale,
the .assistant attorney
general who directs Kentucky's Medicaid Fraud
Control Unit, the state
agency responsible for
prosecuting such cases.
"We've done quite
well," he said.
Since 1981, when national figures on nursing
home cases begap to be
compiled, only NeWiYork
has obtained more convictions — six — than
Kentucky's four. But New
York has more than three
times the number of nursing home patients.
Seventeen nursing
home abuse or neglect
cases have been successfully prosecuted
across the nation, all of
them in just seven states,
according to the National
Medicaid Fraud Report.
Attorney General Steve
Beshear, who in 1981 said
he was "frustrated"
when four attempts by
the Medical Fraud Unit to
prosecute nursing homes
where patients had died
failed, agreed w.ith
Plymale.
In 1981, Plymale's office got its first two convictions, based on neglect
of two patients at one
Clark County nursing
home, Clenway Lodge in
Winchester. One of the
patients died from
pneumonia and a broken
arm that had not been
treated.
Glenway Lodge was indicted, and it pleaded
guilty to two counts of
second-degree wanton endangerment and was fin-

Hog market
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
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HEALTH

6. He4

Nuclear cataracts

ka-r-1

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D•

My
DEAR DR LAMB
husband has been diagnosed
as haying nuclear cataracts
in both eyes This must be a
new eve disease as there

does not seem to be any
information about this Can
you give us some information so we will know what to
expect" Our eye doctor told

us these cataracts are very
slow forming and may not
ever bother him but what if
they do" Will he go blind"
DEAR READER - Think

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
RoYal
6 r,aughty
it Remembrance
1 2 Mistreats
14 h flg Pt
Bash an
15 Soil
1 - Rockfish
18 Blockhead
20 Transactions
2.3 'he sun
2.4 Narrow. flat
board
26 Slumber
28 Symbol for
tantalum
29 Weird
31 Provided
prepared and
served food
33 Periods
of time
35 Nerve
network
36 Declares
39 Eei fisherman
42 Parent
colioq
43 Tasteless
hquid tood
45 Rant
46 Shoshonean
Indian
48 Exciting
stories
colloct
50 Still
51 Father
53 ivy League
n,,ersity
55 Symbol tor
nickel
56 Mistakes
59 Courteous
61 City in
Germany
62 Chairs

1 Feast
2 Printer s
measure
3 Deity
4 Dry
5 Old musical
instruments
6 Mr Kettle
7 Symbol for
rubidium
8 Possessive
pronoun
9 Employs
10 Signify
11 Member of
deer family
13 Dinner
course
16 Soapstone
19 Journeys
forth
21 Shakespearian king
22 Mediterranean vessel
25 Wearies
27 Man s name
30 Betimes
1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle
4.4
T A P
00 LP R
011-R 0
110
00
0
A
0
0
A
A
0
A
A
A
0
A
0
A
A
144

0

0

II

TONE
ADDS

32 Kind of
foot race
34 Portico
36 Entertain
37 Sarcasm
38 Agile
40 Occur'rences
41 Bind again
44 Breaks
suddenly
4

5

6

1

ALAN'
WARD

47 Sins
49 Wild plum
52 Dawn
goddess
54 Guido s high
note
57 Note of scale
58 Symbol for
tin

60 Pronoun

7

8

9

15

24

2

IR

21

23
27

31

Yi

33

I
i

17

26

29

34

28
32

40 41

39

46
51

45

44

2

so

49

48

47

I am sending you The
Health Letter 13-6. Your
Cataracts Are Coming, to
give you a better understanding of the problem.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
stamped, selflong,
addressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station. New York, NY
10019.

35

43

qA

Not everyone who has a
cataract needs surgery. It
depends entirely on how it
affects the eyesight. If it is
located where it does not
interfere with light rays
passing through to the retina, the person may never
know that a cataract exists.
However, when a cataract
significantly affects vision,
to the point that reading and
other normal tasks become
difficult or impossible, then
surgery should definitely be
considered.

13

1

20

1*

18

42

10

12

14

But that is temporary. As
the lens undergoes further
changes the ysual problems
of cataracts appear.
Be happy the doctor told
you that the condition may
never cause your husband
any problem. And what if it
does' He will have the same
problems that other people
with cataracts have. If it
affects his vision too much
then he can have the
cataracts removed.

I
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53

55

54

56 '

59

161

62
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DOWN

/
1
4;
1 a1 LOOK X
ALUAIS
ONEL\
6E7 LONEOT
MARCIE..
AT CAME
5IR

I CAN
TELL
WHICH
OWL IS THE

THAT'S WWI THEY
MAKE CAMPS MARCIE

of them as just plain
cataracts. The nuclear sclerosis term is used because
the lens starts to harden in
the center. It does progress
slowly. When it first happens
it may affect refraction of
light waves through the lens.
As a result the person's near
vision may improve for a
short time. This is sometimes called "second sight"
because it provides a
newfound ability to read
without glasses.

THEY WANT YOU TO
LONELY SO YOU'LL
APPRECIATE 1-10ME

As this issue points, out, if
you also have disease of the
other parts of the eye, such
as the retina, you may still
have vision problems after
surgery. In some of these
cases that is a reason for not
doing surgery
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
69 and in comparatively
good health. Recently I
bought a pair of suspenders.
Since I am ectomorphic a
belt sometimes does not hold
my trousers up. What are
the advantages of suspenders over a belt? The
suspenders offer much more
breathing space.
DEAR READER — In
most cases it is a matter of
style. But you are right that
belts can restrict breathing.
When you breathe in, your
diaphragm moves down to
enlarge the chest cavity and
increases lung capacity. As
the diaphragm moves down
it must displace abdominal
organs and often fat. If a
belt restricts this movement
it will limit breathing capacity. Belts and tight pants are
common problems for stout
men. The belt acts like a
narrow girdle.
And tight belts increase
problems of a hiatal hernia.
The pressure helps force the'
stomach through the hole in
the diaphragm into the
chest.
Suspenders, however, are
uncomfortable for some
men as the straps, if not
carefully located, may rub
against the nipple, causing
irritation. In general I favor
suspenders over belts for
health reasons but I wear a
belt because I like it.

CRISPY CRUST
For a crispy crust on a
cherry pie, sprinkle plain
bread crumbs on the bottom crust before adding
the filling.

THIS MUST BE A
6002 CAMP...IT'S
WORKING!

GET

1 1 '

WHO

JUST
LISTEN

WHOM

SMARTEST

HORNED OWL

I COULD SORE 05E
SOME OF JON'S
PEOPORANT

HOW'S IT

v

JLLY

o

GOING,GARFIELP?
FINE, UNTIL I FOUNP
THE SPRAY STARCH
IN YOUR CABINET

(c) 1963 United Feature Syndicate. Inc

REFUSE TO
PO ANY MORE
- WORK UNLESS
YOU GIVE ME
A FURLOUGH

DOES Ti-JIG MEAN
I DON'T GET TNE
FURLOUGH?

STOCKADE

1. Legal Notice
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The Following
Estate Fiduciary
Appointments
Have Been Made
In The Calloway
District Court. All
Claims Against
These Estates
Should Be Filed
W ith The
Fiduciary Within
$ix Months Of
Date Of Qualification.
Shirley Vinson
a/k/a Edwin S.
Vinson, Rt. 3, Box
159, Murray, KY
Deceased. Cynthia
Ann Vinson, 1008
Husband Rd.,
Paducah, KY Executrix. Donald A.
Jones, 509 Main
St., Murray, KY
Attorney.
Leona Hughes,
404 S. 12th, Murray, KY Deceased.
E lena Doris
Vaughn, 704
Princeton, Providence, KY Executrix. Steve
Robey, P.O. Box
302, Providence,
KY Attorney.
Lavinia Jo Page,
B-2 Fox Meadows,
Murray, KY
Deceased. Donald
Terry Page, B-2
Fox Meadows,
Murray, KY Executor. Stephen
Sanders, Main &
7th, Murray, KY
Attorney.
Tommy Darnell,
Calloway Co., KY
Deceased. Hermon Darnell, Rt. 1,
Farmington, KY
Executor. C. Mark
Blankenship, 204
S. 6th, Murray,KY
Attorney.
Ewen B. Allbritten, 1510 Cardinal
Dr., Murray, KY
Deceased. Evelyn
Allbritten, 1510
Cardinal Dr., Murray, KY Executor.
Robert 0. Miller,
201 S. 5th, Murray,
KY Attorney.
Otho Schroader,
Rt. 1, Box 172A,
Dexter, KY
Deceased. Howard
Wayne Burkeen,
Rt. 1, Box 172,
Dexter, KY Executor. Max W.
Parker, Courthouse, Murray,
KY Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
ircuit Court
Clerk

2. Notice
Nave 5 masts.?
759-4444 for an in.
spiratiersal message tq
brighten yew day,
Cb8dree's tape 7594445.

'

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The Calloway
District Court By
Marvin McDaniel,
Executor, Of The
E state Of
K athleen
McDaniel,Deceased. Exceptions To
This Settlement
Must Be Filed In
The Calloway
District Court On
Or Before Jttly 20,
1983, The Date Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court
Clerk

FILl
SALA

5. Lost and Found

Auto glass, plate glass
and window glass,
aluminum store fronts
installed, glass table
tops, mirrors (cut to
size). Repair storm
doors, windows also
screens. patio door
glass .repair. Replace
store front doors and
closers. Shower door,
make-up glass
showcases. M&G Glass
Company, 816 Coldwa
ter Rd. 753-0180.

T.V. repair shop
is now open!
MURRAY NOME
A AUTO
Chestnut St., Merray
753-2571
Oar

As a mec amc
he'd be top man
in any shop.
He'd rather
work for
the Navy.
He can tear down an
engine, get to the
trouble spot and put it
back together in no
time at all. It's that kind
of experience the Navy
relies on to tune an

engine, program a
computer or even run
a nuclear reactor.
Pick any field and
you'll find some of the
best people in it are
working in the Navy.
They're men and
women who believe
being the best means
more when it's done
for their country.

Navy know-how.
Its working for America.

Found black female
dog, New Concord area.
Call 436-2840.
Saint Bernard puppy,
brown and white. Answers to Star. 759-9906.

6. Help Wanted
Coordinator Intramural
-and Sport Clubs. 10
months permanent
position begins 8-1-83.
BA required. MA with
experience in intramural proeamming
preferred. Responsibities include
daily administration of
the I. & S.C. program
and assist in the expansion of outdoor recreation activities. Application deadline, July 22.
Send resume and 3
references to Personnel
Services, Murray State
University, Murray,
Ky. 42071. E.O.E./F.M.
Full or part time, man
or woman. Flexible
hours. No investment.
Earnings opportunity,
$150-5300 per week to
start. Must be neat,
honest, bondable and
able to meet th e public.
Call 443-6460 for personal interview. E.O.E.
NEED EXTRA CASH?
$350 a week plus possible. Work from home.
For details call 312 931
5337, ext. 1774H.
OIL COMPANY
POSITIONS. Off shore
rigs accepting ap
plications, no experience. 24,000 plus.
For info call
312-920-9675, ext. 1774P.
'Need older lady in
Murray to babysit
Young infant 762-2402
days. 759 1668 nights.
Ask for Teresa
PROCESS MAIL AT
HOME! $75 per hurt
dred! No experience.
Part or full time. Start
immediately. Details,
send self addressed
stamped envelope to
C.R.I.-520, P.O. Box
3149, Stuart, Fl. 33495.
RN, LPN, full time 7-3
shift. Apply in person to
Carolyn Ryan, Director
of Nurses. Riverfront
Terrace Health Care
Facility, 501 N. 3rd St.,
Paducah, Ky. E.O.E.
Wanted auto body painter and painter's helper,
male or female, day and
evenings. 753-270.3.

— —WANTED— —
OWNER OPERATORS
*Guaranteed Mileage Pay loaded and empty
048 state general commodity authority
*Base plates and permits - No charge to you!
*First In. First Out computerized dispatch
*Insurance at group rotes - Settlement deduction
plan
*Longevity Bonus programs
'Most loads customer loaded/unloaded
*No relocation necessary
•Special incentives for multi unit owners
*Nationwide cash advances
Where Professionals succeed. Contact - Fate Britt
01 George Olive.

HEY,.WHERE ARE
THE KIP&? I TOLP
THEM TO WAIT
HERE. VT..
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Murray Heod Start is accepting applications for the 1983-84 school year for:
TEACHER: Early Childhood education/experience preferred. Full time,
salary based on education and experience.

Thre
Acre
fere

HANDICAP AIDE: Experience/training in
working with handicapped children
preferred. Twenty hours per week,
minimum wage.

Tra(
Tt
tre
't
ho'
ar

Applications are available at the Murray
Board of Education Office, 9th and
Poplar. Applications will be accepted until 4:00 p.m. on July 19, 1983.

ri
al

A

All persons, businesses
or groups having the
petitions on the congressional record (10
commandments) please
turn them in by Mon.,
July 11th.- For further
Information call 7594600 or 753-4915. All
Interested and concerned persons please
attend the Calloway Co.
School Board meeting
on Thurs., July 14th at
6:300.m. at 2110 College
Farm Rd.
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2. Notice
Jim Stater & Jerry
Near/ will be le oar
skewness from 6:308:00 Mi.., Tees.,
Mors., Fri.
PUMA%
MOTORS, INC.
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PRESS ASSOCIATION MANAGER
Kentucky Press Association in
Frankfort wants innovative, energetic,
self-starter to fill the position of
Executive Director. Must be interested in
helping newspapers improve editorially,
financially; must be able to deal with
advertisers, legislators, educators,
young people coming into
Plan two conventions yearly,
journalismfed.
edit
monthly newspaper and information
bulletins, operate advertising and
clipping service, plan SAMillart end
district press meetings; imidgeting and
basic accounting experience
fringe benefits. Senddesirabl.Excnt letter of
application, Including salary range
,regairements, before August 1, to Lewis
Owens, Lexington Herald-Leader, Main
and Midland, Lexhegton, KY 40507.
Position will be filled by September 1.
-
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FILM SALESPERSON
SALARY PLUS 30%
COMM.
Possible yearly
income $45,000 phisl
No experience
required. Company
will train you starting
oat as Regional Mgr.
of your area.
Qualified applicant
will be flown at oar
expense to are, office
for training. Must
have $3,250 cash
:acetify (refundable)
to cover original
inventory. For details
call Pat Murphy,
Collect: (404) 9690460

15. Articles for Sale

24. Miscellaneous

38. Pets-Supplies

46. Homes for Sale

50. Used Trucks

FOR SALE. New
shipment of desks,
chairs, and file
cabinets. Folding tables
and chairs. ROSS &
SONS SALVAGE, Martin-, TN 38237, phone
901-587-2420.
J.C. Goodman's - Old
Arnett Tobacco Barn
print. Framed and
matted. 753.6699.
Slalom Conley Hook
Water Ski. 753-7645.
Snapper Hi Vac mower,
vacuum and that
cherizer. 753-3509.

Fiberglass tubs and
shower comb., $159.
Marble top vanity, $65.
Particle Board, S3.99.
Celotex, $3.99. Shingles,
$17.95 sq. Roll Roofing,
$9.95. Check our prices
on treated lumber.
Wynn Discount Building
Supplies, 601 Poplar,
Benton, Ky. 527.1553.
For sale, used railroad
cross ties, Benton, Ky.
Hwy 348 across from
Seafords Lawn & Garden. 527-9918 after 4p.m.
Good used plain paper
copy machine. 442-9158.
Play miniature golf
today at Puttertown
2
mile North from MS,U
Stadium. Open at 2:00.,
50 cents off a game if
You just say you read
this ad.

3 Beagle puppies, 3
months old, from good
hunting stock. 753-6040.
AKC Registered Sheltie
Puppies, sable white,
$100. Paris, Tn. 901.6428696.

3 BR on South 16th St.
near Murray State. Call
753-5295.
GO Country! Get away
from it all and yet not be
too far away from the
city. A pretty brick
home that is immacu
late and very well cared
for. Either two or three
bedrooms, large re
creation room. May be
bought with house and
lot or house and 8 acres.
Call KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753 1222
N AUTICAL
N EIGHBORHOOD
Water, view, three los
drooms, two baths
Make for a national
rustic beauty. Be'
autifully designed
home, avounding with
unique features. The
balcony overlooks the
two story fireplaced
living room_ This home
is offered by Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
at 753:1492.
Perfect for newly weds
or retired. 2 BR frame
home in city. Must see
this to appreciate!
Garage and storage
with concrete floor.
Only S25,000. Call Spann
Realty Assoc, 753,7724_
Sherwood Forest - 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, gas
heat, central electric
air, fireplace, garage,
21x18 green house and
offered at $60,000. Can
be bought without extra
lot for 858,000. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753 1222.
WE GOT IT -- Two
bedroom brick priced in
the 520's Labor-saving
kitchen adjacent to
spacious utility that
opens on -to a tree Studded lot Centrally
located to groceries,
school, and other shopping. Call Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753.1492 now.

1979 Ford Van, extra
sharp conversion
Low
mileage, new tires, all
the extras Can be seen
at 510 N
5th
Phone
762 6831
1980 Ford F350 Duley
Pickup, loaded
5,000
miles
B&B Brokers,
753 4389
1980 Ford Van 759 1359
between 8 6

16. Home Furnishings

Clothes dryer, $50. 7539266.
Hide-a-bed, good condition, $25. Call 753-8/78.
Puttertown Factory
Outlet lamp and shades
at discount prices. 100's
available. 64 North, 1/2
We are taking Avon mile from MSU Staapplications for the lake dium. Same as Putterarea, University area, town Miniature Golf
all of Murray City and Building. 759-1433 or
Calloway County area. 753-9786.
Call 753-0232 anytime.
RCA 19" color portable
T.V., Pioneer 8 track
Full-time stereo, excellent
receptionist wanted speakers. 753-95)7 or
753-4751.

for demanding
position. Must be
articulate, well
groomed and adept at
dealing with the
public.
Applicant should
also possess a warm
outgoing personality
and have an excellent
telephone voice.
Applicant will be
trained by the current
receptionist.
Apply in person at
Head Quarters Family
Hair Care Center, 715
S. 12th Murray.'

9. Situation Wanted
Backhoe operator, 6
years experience or
auto repair. Can start
immediately. 4362635.
Will clean houses or
apartments, honest and
reliable. Also will sit
with elderly. Have references. 753-7350.

Slabs and Sawdust. Also
tobacco sticks. 224.2342.
Wood for sale. S22.50
rick delivered. Also
build plank fences. 4928979 after 5p.m.

26. TV-Radio

18. Sewing Machines
No! No! We're not going
out of business. Summer Fabric Clearance
Sale, now 50 percent off.
Singers Sewing Center,
Bel Air Center, Murray.

19. Farm Equipment
51 Case Tractor, good
condition,3 pt hitch with
7 ft disc, 1 row plow,
$850. Call 527-0937.
Bushhog mower, $300.
436.2506.
HD6 Allis Chalmers
Dozer, 11
/
2 ton, International Dump Truck.
Call 928-2987.

22. Musical
5 Piece Beginners
Drum Set. $175. Call
753-8820.

24. Miscellaneous

SATELLITE TELEVISION. 11 ft. system,
polarotor, 125 ft. wiring
and all materials,
taxes, and labor included. INSTALLED
$1,825. Wood T . V., 300
Walnut, Fulton, Ky.
Phone 502.472s3704.

27. Mobile Home Sales

AUCTION SALE

has

.

C.W.$helton
Real Estate & Aection Co. .
811 Pods Rd. Mayfield- Ky. 42066
Pima 15021 247-13IS

YARD SALE
Mon., Tues.,
Wed.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Hwy. 121 North at
Stella. Lots of boy's
clothes, bicycles,
gutter & plumbing
supplies.

43. Real Estate
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance IL
Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
MURRAY CALLOWA I COUNTY
REALTY
5021 753-8146 OCR

304 N. 12th, Murray,
Ky.
Soles Associates,
Evening Phones

12 x 50 2 BR trailer,
furnished. Call 489-2161
after 6p.m.
Prentice Own - 753-5725.
1979, 14x70 Salem
Jim Bird - 753-3584.
Mobile Home, 3 BR,2
Bobby Holey - 489-2266.
full baths, dishwasher,
Rey Reeves - 753-2137.
stove, central heat and
air. Call 247-1546.
Our interest in you
1980 2 BR mobile home,
pays off.
furnished with central
A &Wes 44 C I W.V.*.
air and heat. 753-7232.
. *
Near Murray, • completely furnished 2 BR
with washer and dryer.
STROUT
Call 759-1305.
REALTY
Two mobile homes, 2
BR, carpet. -1-8x40, 1Office Cone to Coast
10x50, both all electric
Buyers from Everywhere
Call 753-1778.
Refills Service Since 1900
Well constructed and
1912 Coldwater Reed
cared for 30'x40', two
Murray, Kentocky 12071
bay clean-up shop on
(502)753-0186
one acre of land
Anytime
Located approximately
JOE L. KENNON
three miles south of
Broker
Murray. Included at
Licensed 4, Banded
$19,850 is three bed41.11=11
111..16,
room, 1 1/2 bath mobile
home. Nice setting for
future home. Roberts
Realty, 753.1651.

FREE Formica Countertops at FREELS
WHOLESALE during
July. Your choice of 10
patterns of 25" postformed Formica countertops when you buy
beautiful Georgian Oak
14. Want to Buy
Chestnut Kitchen
Small Ashley fireplace Cabinets from FREELS
WHOLESALE. Your
Insert. Call 759-4609.
& carry 28. Mobile Home
Used 10 speed bicycles July cash
Rentals
in decent shape, good discount is AO percent
mfgrs. list prices. So 12x60, Dills Trailer Cf.
off
price given. Call 753when you put the above Two mobile homes, one
3798.
specials together, you by East School, the
Used air conditioners. will have a beautiful
other on Hwy. 121 South.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
kitchen and a very 1 or 2 adults. 753.5405 or
attractive saving. 436-2876.
15. Articles for Sale
FREELS WHOLESTwo or three bedroom
Camouflage army pants ALE, 4060 Olivet with central air,
new
Church
Rd.
Paducah, carpet
and shirts, Herman
and furniture.
Ky.
42001.
West of Shady Oaks.
Survivors Wholesale.
753-5209.
Jerry's Sporting Goods, Interstate 24 Highway
6th and Walnut, at Exit 3; 2 minutes
30. Business Rentals
from new Kentucky
Mayfield, Ky. 247-4704.
Oaks Mall. We are open
8:00-5:00 Monday thru
MUST SELL
Friday or call 502-442-[Mmi
lendo•d.•1• 4•1$••ry
N•.• overstocts0 40.72• 12. SO. 100.
Warehouse
7065 for appointment.
It GO • 101 It Ono tech only
Save this ad for a $10
Storage Space
WA your utak or out Iruct(pm*
steak dinner refund
cut 10 WW1'coin
For Rent
CALL 1 - SOO -1174- 31130 - Tod 04.
when you buy and save
753-4758
at F REELS
Used air conditioners, WHOLESALE.
central and window SEASONED
units. Dill Electric, FIREWOOD. Call John 32. Apts. For Rent
75.1-9104.
Boyer, 753-0338.
1 BR apt. at 1002 Main
St., appliances furnished. S135/monthly
plus deposit, Call Spann
• Realty Ass8c. for more
information. 753-7724.
Wednesday, July 13
2 BR apt., no children or
10 A.M.
pets, all utilities paid
except electricity $175
Location: At the intersection of Chestnut
month plus 1 month
Street and Industrial Rood, Murray, Ken.
deposit required. Ex
cellent location to
tacky.
shopping or downtown.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Call 753-8355 before
5p.m. 437-4839 after
NATIONAL LUMBER a SUPPLY CO.
6p.m.
Three Commercial Buildings and 1.55
Furnished 1 or 2 bedroom apts. Zimmerman
Acres To Be Sold In Tracts And Then OfApts., S. 16th St. 753fered As Combination
6609.
.
One bedroom furnished
Tract #1
or unfurnished. 2 bedThis tract fronts 75 feet on Chestnut
room furnished, lease
Street and is 300 feet deep. There is a 50' a
and deposit, adults only,
80' brick veneer and metal building with
no pets. Call 753-9208
showroom, office, restroom, and
after 4p.m.
warehouse space. It has a 45' a 75' paved
One or two bedroom
apts., near downtown
parking in front.
Murray. 753-4109, 762Tract N2 '
6650 or 436-2844.
This tract fronts 75 feet- on Chestnut
One bedroom furnished
Street and
a depth of 300 feet. Imapt., low utilities. 753provements consist of a 3,240 square foot
3949.
brick veneer and clapboard sided building
One room efficiency
apt., located at corner
with a 40' x 50' shed area. This building
of 16th and Olive St.
has concrete and tile floor and is sectioned
across from University,
off into plate glass showroom front, of$95. Call 753-0733.
as restroom, and warehouse space. It
ices,
Furnished apt. near
65'z 75' paved parking in front.
University. Call 753-2967
after 5p.m.
Tract N3
.
Two BR, two bath apt.,
This tract has 76 feet frontage on
central heat and air.
Chestnut Street and has 300 feet frontage
Stove refrigerator and
on a proposed industrial road. There is a
water furnished. Near
BO x 170 foot metal building with a conUniversity. 753-3949.

crete floor and truss roof.
All of these buildings were built out of
quality material and are presently in good
rendition. They would be ideal for many
types of retail business, warehouse, and
other uses, either as single units, or as a
whole.
These properties will be sold individual.
Iy and then offered in combinations.
TERMS: 20 percent down day of sale with
balance on delivery of deed within 30
days.

41. Public Sale

olazta

Appointments made
for your convenience.
Full time sales
associates evening
phones.
Amos McCarty . . 153-1249
Theresa Knight . 153-1178
loyce Betswerth. 153-9310
153-2581
Cry Spam
153-2411
Alma Requarti

44. Lots for Sale
11.6 choice acres
located by South Marshall Junior High and
South Elementary. City
water, property is
located on blacktop
road. Owner willl sell
all or part of property.
Inquires to P.O. Box
2545, Mt. Vernon, Ill.
62864.
Lots in Bagwell Manor,
reasonable. Contact
Howard Brandon, 7534389.
•

45. Farms for Sale
Just Listed! Good farmland. 281
/
2 tendable
acres just off of
Highway 641 South,
south of Puryear, Tenn.
Good building- site,
spring fed creek. Only
$25,000. Call KOP
PERUD REALTY, 7531222.

46. Homes for Sale

47. Motorcycles
1979 Suzuki RM 100. Call
753-3108.
1979 Yamaha T T 500
Dirt Bike, $325. Can be
seen at Shady Oaks
Trailer Cf., No 7.
1980 Honda 650 with
extras, $1,500. Call 382284.5.
Kawasaki 100KV.
753
5561.

49, Used Cars
1968 Mustang, runs
good, needs work, must
sell Call 753 2217
1970 Chev. Caprice, 2
dr., w/air, $350 or trade
for motorcycle. Calf
759-9338.
1972 Grand Prix, sell' for
parts or entire Car.
753-3619.
1974 Chevy, good 2nd
car, extra nice, new
tires. Phone 762 6831
days. 753-6776 nights.
1975 Chrysler Newport,
S400, needs work. Call
after 7 p.m. 753-3445.
1975 Ford Elite, excellent shape, good runner,
$650. Call 762.4798.
1975 Plymouth Duster,
$450. Call 753-8820
1976 Hornet. Call 7591184.
1977 Chrysler Newport
Brougham, 2 dr., very
nice, many options,
$2,500 or offer. Must
sell. Moving. 753 0821.
1977 LTD • 2, Excellent
condition, Air, Cruise.
Call 474-2382.
1977 Pontiac Grand
Prix, black with red
interior. 753-7261.
1977 Toyota, good con
dition, 35 MPG, $1,200 or
trade. 436-2506.
1978 Camaro, white with
black interior. V 8,
automatic, p.s p.b.,Air
Spoiler, $3,650. 753 1480
1979 Cutlass Supreme,
AM FM cassette, new
tires. 753-4921
1981 Pontie< Grand
Prix, sharp. Call days,
753-3372. Nights, 7531817

Charming cabin near
the Lake in Marshall
Co. Great room with
50. Used Trucks
woodstove, 2 BR, bath
utility, 13x18 deck, fen- 1973 Chevy, 1 2 ton 350
ced in backyard, cen- engine, 3 speed transtral heat and air, mission, mechanical
$37,500. Call 362-8570 parts working good,
after 5p.m.
good tires. 436 2371.

ATTENTION

Mils!! It

Dodge

Chrysler Corp. Retirees & Spouses.
Do you know that you can buy a
new Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge car
or truck for 3% under dealer cost?
For Information Call
Bob Harrington At
Murray Chrysler- Dodge
(502) 753-7114

Dodge TruOis
Plymouth

53. Services Offered
Alimiorm Service Co.
Amino aod vie!! sot*.
cistel trim work.
References. Call Will Ed
iley. 153-0689.

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

rn

52. Boats-Motes

4411401,1

Get a second opinion.
Free Estimates. Excellent references.
Call
Hugh Outland
759-1718 759-1135

%AVIA

BOAT
FOR SALE
The
ou II Er.io
Luke This Summer
With This 23 F•
r,hergtoss
,ieeps 4 /55 urn,-

Bull dozing and back
hole work Call 437 4533
days, after 8 00p m
354 8161
)
hcru
Custom Bushhogging
'3500"
Call 474 8091
759- / 987
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years ex
or 362-8343
perience
Carpentry,
• concrete, plumbing,
NO
22 ft Fiberglass open roofing, sliding
haunch, 155 h p tandem JOB TO SMALL_ Pree
estimates. Days 474
trailer, S3,000 436 2506
2359 or 753 6973, nights
47.1 2276.
53. Services Offered
Harmon and Malone.
Complete remodeling
Aluminum and
from ground to roof top.
Free estimates
iding and Aluminum
492 8183. Evenings, 753
rim for all houses. It 0790
or 436-2107,
stops painting..
Mitchell Paving antl
Jack Glover
Hauling. Asphalt pay
ing, sealing, striping
753-1373
Stone, gravel, etc,
Phone 753-1537.
ATTENTION
HOMEOWNERS
If
your drive has lost it's
original color or is
cracking and chipping
Hauling and custom
you can save yourself
Spreading
money by protecting it
Bobby Mohler
now. Murray Lawn
753-6692.
Service is offering a
summer special on
sealing driveways to O T
Stalls Portable
protect them from wa
Welding and Repair
ter, oil and other cor
Service, also wrought
rosives and extend it's iron, porch post and
life and regain it's railing. 753-5425.
color. So give us a call
today at 759 4414, ,or
599246 and protect
Your investment.

1

LIME

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
*

E-.•

B ILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

*

PROFESSIONAL
CARPET CARE
Offers •Traffic Area
Treatment •Spot Re
moval. •Purniture
Moving •exclusive
Cleaners •power Ex
traction. •Raking or
Nap Brushing_ •Carpet
Protection. We pledge
to live up to our name,
to give you the most
professional work
possible, using pro
fessional equipment
applied by pro
fessionals. Professional
Carpet Care. Murray,
Ky. 502-753-0274
Fire Wood Tree trim
ming and removing
hedges and shrubs
Free estimates
753 5476.
Tree work
Complete
removal and trimming,
experienced, reasona
ble rates. 753 0211
evenings

Low,

Low

Rotes.

Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.

WILL MOW LAWNS
759 4414 or 759 9246
We service all Briggs
Stratton, Tecumseh
Kohler and Lawn Boy
engines
G;Isons,
Ariens
John Deere.
Master Cut mowers.
Poulan Chain Saws and
others
Special quotes
on pickup and delivery.
Hazel Lawn and Garden
Center, 311 Main. Hazel,
Ky. 492 8147.
Will do plumbing, air
conditioning. carpen
try, roofing, painting
and will also haul
753 2211 or 753 9600
Will do work in hay and
tobacco, also will clean
houses or business of
fices. Have experience
in both areas, 753 7694
or 753-9605

753-8299
ARONTG01111,1EIKV
AR!)

Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning roofs sealed,
aleminum patios. Awnings &
carpets single and dostisle.
Jack Glower 753,1873

m Y
Boom Boxes
AN-FM Cassette
with 3'..s"
Wes $249.15

M-65

New 1 6941
AM-FM Cassette
W8'5119.95

Now

$7985
Murray

300 Main'

54. For Trade
Four free. kittens
2
male 2 femal
753 9350
or 753 6861

T.L.C. Maid Service
Carpets steam cleaned, windows
washed inside and out. Walls,
ceiling, woodwork washed.

Tender Loving Care
Free Estimates
759-9754
759-1834
Bonded, Local and Mature.

1

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK

ROSS
ROOFING
All types roofing,
local references. Free
Estimates. All work
guaranteed. Days
753-6581, nights
759-1859.
Bob's Home Improve
ment, 17 years' building
experience, remodeling, additions, concrete
work, repairs, general
home maintenance
Call 753 4501

Broeringmeyer
Health Awareness Center
"WHERE DOES IT HURT?"
Wherever you feel pain, your
family chiropractor will get to the
"backbone" of your problem to
help create healing from within.
Today's modern chiropractic adjusts your spinal column so that
nerve transmission from brain to
all body parts flows freely without blockage.
Your doctor of chiropractic
will evaluate your problem using
instrumentation and spinal palpation. Adjustment of misaligned
vertebrae helps realign all spinal
segments to normal position. This
ri-establishes normal nerve energy,
giving affected parts a chance to

d
'Jr
heal themselsi.es
A specialist in spinal biome
chanics, your chiropractor uses
adjustiye treatments lo establish
and maintain skeletal integriiv
without drugs, chemicals or sur
gery. Treatment remw,es the
neurological complications at the
root of the problem
Brought to you as a community
service by
4 miles East Hwy 94
Murray,Ky.42071
Phone (502) 753-2962
Out of State 1-900-626-3386
Hours8 A.M.-6 P.M.

Monda Thru Friday

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbin
or electric, then I
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.
7 -

Police
911

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

153-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
work. References.
Cell Will Ed Bailey.
753-0689.

Quality Sen.ice
Componv
HearinQ ancY A,,
ri s;' itroni ciQ
and
.5,36's
SO
Moder r
.Se• cc
Set
Sheet Nieto/
1. Decortrtit-lts
C

753-9290

34. Houses for Rent
BR house in
country. 492-8225.

the

31. Livestocles
17 Holstein heifers,
start calving Aug. 15th.
A.I. Bred. 502-472-1935.

?I. Pets-Supplies
POINTER PUPS AKC
German short hair
C.hampionship Pedigree. Can deliver.- 5130..
Call collect (502) 8157001.
Would like to buy an
English Springer
Spaniel puppy. 153-7261.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Silver
Gold
Closed
Chased
Yesterday
426.00 Yesterday
°posted Today 431.50 °wood Today
•
Up
5.50 Up
Compliments of:

GOLD /I SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

We buy Gold, Silver
and Diamonds.
Hours. 10-8 Daily
125 Sundcy.

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC

the carrier &ehr far sates
owl service n Alerray and
Calleirey Coigns, 107
Chostoot

753-8181

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING •

Paper Dolls
Paper Hangers
307

Free Estimates
Vibro Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5827

S3•Sc.
-'••5

•

••••

,•

Need a sign painted?
Give us a call. Com
mercial lettering and
designs
Free es
timates Boat lettering
our specialty
753 0631
Need work on your
trees'? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753 0338 or 753 3316

PAINTING

WALLPAPERING

Air conditioners,
washers,. dryers,
freezers and re
frigerators repaired.
51. Campers
Residential and com
16 ft pull Camper, merical, Call Sure Fix,
Browning, sleeps 6, 759 1322.
Good condition
Call Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in'
436 1289 after 5 PM.
3 Mini Campers B&B Tappen. Call 753 5341 or
354 6956. Earl Lovett
Brokers Inc 753 4389
Asphalt driveways and
Coachman 13 foot, roof
parking lots sealed by
air, awning, self con
Sears
For free es
tamed, sleeps 6, $2,950
timates call 753 2310
1603 Wiswell Rd
753
4716
Early Bird
Pop top camper, good
Discount 10%
tires, easy to pull with
small car, 5450 Ready
Roof Probl 7
Camp Motor Home,
fully self contained,
'U","*.sn
55,000. 436 2506
10.184

--.1"1”1181111111011111111111PIIMIMPro 41-''.
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53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered
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•
.
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Upliolstery
105 N

7th
753.0 "0
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Parker, 48 dies Saturday Fayette Cherry Howard Perkins dies Sunday Mrs. St. John dies; funeral Tuesday at Hazel
The funeral for Mrs. Favorite and a past
Howard W. Perkins,80, Mrs. Agnes Oldham,
Mrs. Mary Eunice St.
presi- rites Saturday
Survivors include two
Friends may call from
Mary Nell Parker was to- dent of Sigma
John,
Riviera

day at 10:30 a.m. in the
chapel of Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah. Dr. J.
Robert White and the
Rev. Robert E. Kersey officiated.
Burial was in the Mt.
Kenton Cemetery there.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to the
Memorial Fund of .First
Baptist Church,
Paducah.
Mrs. Parker, 48, 755
Woodland Dr., Paducah,
died Saturday at 5:40
a.m. at her home. Born in
Trigg County,she was the
daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Burt McCain.
She was a graduate of
Murray State University
where she was included
in Who's Who Among
American College
Students, a Campus

94; 811 Eastwood daughters, Mrs. Treva 7 to 9 p.m. tonight (MonCourts, Murray, Roscoe, Mo.; one
Services for Fayette died Sunday at 1:10 a.m. brother, Leonard Perkins St., Paris, Tenn., died McCellan, Memphis, day)at the McEvoy
Cherry were Saturday at at Murray-Calloway and wife, Helen, early this morning at the Tenn., and Mrs. Paul Funeral Home, Paris.
Henry County General Newman, Paris; one son, The body then will be
4 p.m. in the chapel of County Hospital.
Eldorado Springs, Mo.
Hospital, Paris.
He retired from theMcEvoy Funeral Home,
Bonnie Lee St. John, transferred to the Miller
Also surviving are his
Her husband, William Hazel; two sisters, Mrs. Funeral Home, Hazel,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev. American Motors, brothers-in-law and
Detroit, Mich. He,was
Custis St. John, to whom Artie Morgan, where"friends may ,call
Bill Robbins officiated.
sisters-in-law, Mrs.
she was married on Dec. Gainesville, Ga., and after 10 a.m. Tuesday.
Pallbearers were preceded in death by one Robert Perkin
s, 2, 1906, died in 1979.
She Mrs. Beatrice Miller,
Albert Sullivan, Fred son, Charles Boyd Maryville, Mo., Mr.
and also was
Perkins,
1,
in
preceded in Granite City, Ill.; two Funds collected
1931;
two
Wimberley, Clyde Lyell,
Mrs. Dudley Hughes, Rt.
death by one son, David brothers, Scotty Hart,
Archie Irby, Bernard sisters, Mrs. Versie 4, Murray, Mr. and
HARRODSBURG,
Mrs. Ewing St. John,
one Puryear, Tenn., and (AP)- Gayle Elkin says
Cowell and James Allen. Roberts of Merced, Harold Beaman,
Johnson
sister, Mrs. Rexie Brison Hart, Hazel.
Burial was in the Rose Calif., and Mrs. Gladys Boulevard, Murray,
she will probably turn the
Mr. Williamson, and
Chiles of Fenton, Mich.;
five
Lawn Memory Gardens.
Four grandchildren $875 she collected to help
and Mrs. Victor Beaman,
brothers, Moore, Ewing, and six greatMr. Cherry, 68, Rt. 2, and two brothers, Fred St. Louis, Mo., and
erase the federal deficit
Mr. Wilford, Henry
D. and grandchildren also sur- over to the U.S. Treasury
Paris, died early Friday Perkins of Kansas City and Mrs. Galon
Beaman,
George Prentice Hart.
morning at Methodist and Lt. Col. Robert Houston, Texas.'
vive.
this month.
Mrs. St. John was a
Hospital, Memphis. He Perkins of Fort Knox.
The funeral will be
Mrs. Elkin started her
Services
will be Tues- member of the Church of Tuesday at 4
Born Nov. 21, 1902, in
retired in 1983 from
p.m. in the Focus '83 campaign July
Holley Carburetor Divi- Colorado, he was the son day at 2 p.m. in the Christ. Born Jan. 20, 1889, chapel of Miller Funeral 3, 1982, saying &everyone
sion, Colt Industries, of the late John Perkins chapel of the Max Chur- in Calloway County, she Home, Hazel. W.W. contributed at least $1 the
and Sarah Starnes chill Funeral Home. The was the daughter of the Heflin will officiate.
Paris.
then-projected federal
Born May 7, 1915, in Perkins. He attended Rev. G.T. Moody will of- late Robert Lee Hart and
Burial will follow in the deficit of nearly $90
ficiate.
Ida Freeland Hart.
Henry County, Tenn., he First Baptist Church.
Hazel Cemetery.
billion could be erased.
Mr. Perkins is survived
was the son of the late
Burial will follow in the
by
his
wife, Mrs. Zollie Murray City Cemetery.
John Wilson Cherry and
Jennie Bell Eakes Beaman Perkins; two
Friends may call at the
Cherry. He was a sisters, Mrs. Jessie funeral home after 3 p.m.
member of West Paris Gregg, Jasper, Mo., and today(Monday).
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT-INVESTMENTS
Baptist Church.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Minnie Catherine
Calvert City; two sisters, Bomar Cherry, to whom
Prices furnished by First of
Goodyear
Talvin Taylor, 72, 115 ton, Ga.; one brother.
31 -3-8
Mrs. J.T. (Della) Taylor, he was married on Nov.9,
Michigan.
Gulf Oil
381,8 +'4
Rt. 4, and Mrs. Wiley 1935; two daughters, Mrs. Pennsylvania Ave., George Taylor, Hazel.
I.B.M.122 +1 2
The funeral will be
t Lula) Parker, Bobbye Sue McDaniel, Paris, Tenn., died Sunday
+3.31
J.C. Penney
Atlanta, Ga., and Mrs. at the Methodist Central Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the Industrial Average
59'2 +34
Metropolis,Ill.
Jerico
21 +38
Four grandchildren Faye Davis, Canton, Hospital, Memphis, chapel of McEvoy
4734 -1 4
Johnson & Johnson
Funeral Home, Paris, Air Products
49'2 +14
survive who are Deana Tenn.; one son, Joseph Tenn.
3634
unc.
Ashland
K Mart
3358 -L4
He was a member of a Tenn. The Rev. Warren
Farthing, Kent Farthing, Wilson Cherry, Gonzales,
6214 -38
American Telephone
Mary Kay Cosm.
-3438 + 1 s
Robyn Hill and David La.; nine grandchildren. Baptist Church and a Sykes will officiate.
+1
301 2
Penwalt
Two sisters, Mrs. veteran of World War II.
Nephews will serve as Chrysler
415.8
Hill.
+1 2
4734
Duptnt
Quaker Oats
Born Sept. 5, 1911, in pallbearers. Burial will
50 unc.
The funeral will be Lucille Moore of Hazel
4-12
61'4
Electric
Emerson
•
Texaco
'35'4 -1-8
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the and Mrs. Jennie Hall of Graves County, he was follow in the Hillcrest
.......5578 ..±
Ford ......
U-.S. Tobacco
34'2 -14
chapel - -of Blalock - Metropolis, III., survive the son of the late James Cemetery there.
1614. -14
G.A.F
Wal Mart
along
with
Friends
two brothers, J. Taylor and Dessie B.
4134 +1
may call at the
Coleman Funeral Home.
54'4 +78
General Dynamics
Wendy's
funeral home.
17 +1'8
John Dale and David Thomas Cherry of Tren- Taylor.
71'4 -38
General Motors
Wetterau
ton,
Mich.,
and Charlie
+IS
He is survived by five
1858
Bass will officiate.
3134 -1 2
General Tire
sisters, Mrs. Myrtle
Burial- will follow in Cherry of Paris.
-'4
4014
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yeild
Mr. Cherry was preced- Mills, Dupo, Ill., Mrs.
850
Murray Memorial
K&K STUMP
ed in death by one sister, Lathel Merkle and Mrs.
Gardens.
REMOVAL
Friends may call at the Mrs. Pauline Phillips, Mary Hutchens, Paris,
We can remove stumps up
-and
two
brothers,
Tenn.,
Mrs.
HerRuth
Bevil,
funeral home after 2 p.m.
to 21 below the ground. ,
STOCKS- MUNICIPAL BONDS- MUTAL FUNDS
men Cherry and Jim Henry, Tenn., and Mrs.
135 4343 or 13S•1319.
today (Monday).
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
Cherry.
Pauline Hutchens, CallorSigma
Sigma social sorority.
She taught high school for
a year in St. Louis County, Mo..
Mrs. Parker was a
member of the Western
Kentucky Dental Auxiliary, Suburban Garden
Club, Four Season
Garden Club, PEO
Sisterhood, Paducah
First Baptist Church and
Christian Women's Club
of Paducah. She was a
past secretary of Friends
of tile Art Guild.
She is survived by her
husband, Dr. William T.
Parker; one daughter,
Miss Lori Parker,
Nashville, Tenn.; two
sons, Clay Parker,
Nashville, and Creston
Parker, Paducah; her
mother-in-law, Mrs. Burman Parker, and a
brother-in-law, Dr. Castle
Parker, both of Murray.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Lassiter Hill dies at hospital
Lassiter Hill, 80, Rt. 2,
Hazel, died Sunday at
1:15 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. He was married
Dec. 14, 1922, to the
former Audie Bee Curd
who died Aug. 2, 1972.
A retired farmer, Mr.
Hill was a member of the
New Providence Church
of Christ.
Born Aug. 3, 1902, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Lonnie
Hill and Nora Lassiter
Hill.
Survivors are one
daughter, Mrs. Glenn
Patti Mae) Farthing, St.
Louis, Mo.; one son,
James D. (Bub) Hill,

Stock market

Talvin Taylor, 72, dies Sunday

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

WE'RE ROLLING OUT THE CARPET FOR OUR...

tb
JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER
South 4th Street

Professional
Installation

•

-

Old Ice Plant Building -

Murray, Ky.

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY, JULY 11th

23rd

Joe Smith Carpet Center proudly announces our 11th Anniversary Sale. We wish to, "thank" all of our friends and
customers for their patronage over the past eleven years. To those who have not visited us. we want to extend an
invitation to come by and see us. Joe Smith Carpet Center - Where quality, service and professionalism are
guaranteed.
11 ft. R. 15 ft. widths

COMMERICAL
CARPET

OFF

$369
sq. yard

$ 1 00

(MANY BOOKS TO
CHOOSE FROM)

Per Square Yard

Scotchguard treated

Cleaning
Service

WALL PAPER

$ 1 00

All In Stock

20%

PLUSH CARPET

Carpet

Off

CAR CARPET
$25°
PER RUNNING
FOOT
AND UP

Special Group
IN -STOCK VINYL Pre Cut Vinyl Rugs rx11'
10 41
/0 OFF
COUPON $3995 •
ALL

Off

PER SQUARE YARD

All In-Stock HI LO

SHAG CARPETING

Excluding
Pre-Cut Rugs

SPECIAL GROUP

ALL SHORT

REMNANTS

ROLLS

50%
REG. PRICE

Off

25%

This Coupon good for
1,00

Off

OFF Per Sq

Yd

On Merchandise Ordered From
Our Sample Books Of Carpeting.
(GOOD THRU SAT. JULY 23, 1983)

REG. PRICE

JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER
Hal Nance, Manage': - Glen Beiiimr, Salesman- Wilma Miller, Saleslady
South 4th Street - Old Ice Plant Buildin

753-6660

"te,,

